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GRADUATION TIME: It is the time of the year when students from across the nation graduate from their respective schools.

91st Commencement To Be Held May 15
The 91st commencement ceremony of the
University of New Mexico will be held Sunday, May 15, beginning at 4 p.m. in Johnson
Gymnasium. Some 3,000 degrees will be
. awarded, although not that many students will
participate.
The highest honors this year will be given to
U.S. Sen. Pete Domenici, who will receive an
honorary doctor of laws degree, and to Nathaniel A. 6wings, and internationally recognized architect, who will receive an honorary
doctor of fine arts degree.
Several other persons will be honored during the late afternoon ceremonies. The Regents' Meritorious Service Medal for outstanding service to the University will be presented to geology professor Klaus Keil, Col-

Sign-Up Back
Tbe Office of Admissi()IIS and
Records announced that it
sumed its nonnal operations for
fall and summer registration
Monday. The admissions office
will be open from 9 a.m. to S
p.m. with extended hours until6
p.m. Dn Wednesdays only.
Registration and drop/add
opportUnities for summer courses
rue open to eligible students and
require no special appointment.

re-

lege of Fine Arts administrative coordinator
Beatrice Cappelli and assistant fiscal services
director Gerald Earickson.
John Rust, president and owner of Rust
Tractor Co. of Albuquerque, will receive the
Regents' Recognition Medal, awarded to persons in the community who have given extraordinary service to UNM over an extended
period of time.
Several outstanding Albuquerque public
school teachers will also be recognized. They
are Judith Cole, Manzano High School;
Mairan Gorman, Ernie Pyle Middle School;
and Sharon Swallows, Bandelier Elementary
School.
Also recognized during commencement
will be Professor Beaumont Newhall, the
1983 Research Lecturer, and the 1983 out-

o~

!itlnding UNM teachers; Jean Civikly, associ- Gallup branch will hold its nurse pinning cereate professor of speech communication; Roy mony. The Gallup branch convocation and
Caton, professor of chemistry; and Vera John- reception for associate degree candidates will
Steiner, professor of educational foundations be held May 12, at 7 p.m. in the physical
and linguistics, and director of the Santa Fe education complex. Dr. Daniel H. Lopez,
Graduate Center.
director of the New Mexico Employment
UNM retirees who will be recognized are Security Department, will be the featured
Francis LeBaron, professor of biochemistry; speaker.
David Benedetti, professor of psychology;
The UNM College of Nursing pinning cereHorace Ulibarri, professor of education admi- mony and reception, with speaker Zelia Bray,
nistration; Frances McGill, professor of associate professor of nursing, will be held
health, physical education and recreation; and May 13, at7 p.m. atthe Hoffmantown Baptist
Kenneth Stahl, assistant dean and professor of Church, 2335 Wyoming N.E.
pharmacy.
The commissioning ceremony and recepA series of events are planned during com- tion for the Air force Reserve Officers' Trainmencement week from May 11 to the 15.
ing Corps will be held May 14, at 10 a.m. at
OnMay 11, at6p.m. at the First Methodist the Kirtland Air Force Base-East officers'
Church Fellowship Hall in Gallup, UNM- open mess.

Track ASM Dean Search Nears End
By Carol Bradley Shirley

T11ition and fees must be paid
prior to registration.
Registration and drop/add
opponunities for fall courses are
,estricted to ·~ligible students
with appointments. according to
dates shown on the registration

The list of candidates for the
Anderson School of Management
dean has been narrowed down to
four candidates, one from the University of New Mexico, and interviews with at least three of them will
begin this week.
Provost McAllister Hull said he ·
selected the four finalists from a list
of five or six that was forwarded to
him by a seven-member search committee.
He said the names of the candi-

carcl.

Tuition and fees for fall must
be paid in person by Aug. 4, or
postmarked by July 21, to complete the registration process.

dates were being withheld until they . If a. candidate is ~pproved by the
were actually interviewed.
. mterv1ewers, Perov1ch will present
One of the finalists may not be the name to the UNM Board of Reable to visit the UNM campus for the gents, Hull said, and if they have no
interview process because of what objection, the presidential appointment could go very smoothly.
Hull called ''timing difficulty.''
Interviews will be conducted by
Hull said he hoped to have input
Hull, UNM President John Perovich, faculty and students of ASM, from all interested parties and make
interested community members and the selection before the summer session.·
the search committee.

Thousands of Honorary Degrees Given
In Bid for Commencement Speakers
(UPI) ~ Tens of thousands of college degrees are displayed across the
nation on the walls of people who
never earned them in a four;.year
course of study.
The degrees are honorary. Several thousand are being bestowed this
spring.
A UPl survey of colleges indicates many schools use such degrees
and honorariums to bid for big name
speakers. Others frown on the practice.
Recipients range from presidents
and premiers to cookbook writers.
Consider Charles A. Lindbergh,
who flunked out of the University of

INSIDE:
PLAYING DEAD:

SeePa11e4
COLD PLACE:

SeePa11e 16
AZTECS WIN:
SeeP•ge 19

Wisconsin in 1921. Seven years later his old school gave him an honorary doctor of laws degree in recogni•
tion of his 1927 first solo transAtlantic flight.
Last year, Harvard honored
Mother Teresa of India and playwright Tennessee Williams. The
year before, Notre Dame singled out
President Reagan and Premier Pierre
Trudeau of Canada.
A sampling of honorary degrees
from major schools the past few
years turns up such names as Boston
Pops conductor Arthur Fiedler,
President Lyndon B. Johnson, artist
Georgia O'Keeffe and CBS newsman Mike Wallace.
Presidents Jimmy Carter, Gerald
Ford and Dwight D. Eisenhower all
received degrees from Notre Dame
while in office. President .John F.
Kennedy received the Laetare Medal, the university's highest honor for
a Roman Catholic.
Notre Dame's president of 31
years, Rev. Theodore Hesburgh,
worked for these presidents on
national boards. He knew them ~
and they knew "Notre Dame is a
highly visible platform for Catholics
in this country,'' said Richard Con-

'I
,.i

klin, Notre Dame spokesman.
Columbia University doesn't use
degrees to obtain speakers. Its com- •
mencement speaker always is the
university president. But like Harvard, it wants degree recipients there
for the show. It doesn't announce
their names until graduation day. No
show, no degree.
Degrees often go with the honorarium and travel expenses given
.the principal commencement speaker. Competition for speakers can be
fierce. It also can be embarrassing
when students don't like the choice.
Smith College invited U.N.
Ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick to
speak arid receive an honorary degree at its May 22 eeremonie~ this .
year. Students orga.nLzed
CROAK - Committee Responsible for Organizing Against Kirkpat·
rick. They planned a silent protest.
Mrs. Kirkpatrick withdrew.
She still will receive her degree,
the trustees decided.
Colteges and universities, asked
Diane Sewell
for their criteria for such degrees,
speak of distinguished careers, out- ILLEGAL PARKING: ''Great'; and "It's about time" were two
standing achievement, service to
humanity and connection with the relt:fions to this parking ticket placed on this Albuquerque
t:Dntinued on page 7 Police car parlced outside of Carlisle Gym Tuesday aft11rnoon.
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FRESH SEAFOOD RESTAURANT
AND OYSTER BAR

HAPPY MOTHER'S DAY
Treat Mom to Cafe Oceana on Her
Special Day, Sunday May 8. We
will be serving continuously

Sunday from 11:30·10p.m.

CONGRATULATIONS
Graduates & Students
Come Celebrate witb Us

HAPPY HOUR
MOrtDAY~FRIDAY

3·6pm

1414 Central Ave. S.E
247-CAf'E

by United Press International

Senate Begins Budget Fight,
Projects Record Deficit in Plan
WASHINGTON - President
Reagan is "pleased with most" of a
proposed 1984 budget compromise
plan by Senate Republicans that
would raise no new ta)(es but projects a record deficit, GOP leader
Howard Baker said Tuesday,
The proposal by Senate Budget
Committee Chairman Pete Domenici, R-N.M., projects a deficit in fiscal 1984 alone of about $200 billion - hardly the balanced-budget
!ipproach Reagan pushed so strongly
last year.
"He's not opposed to it," Baker
said after meeting Reagan at the
White House to outline the overall
plan. ''He's pleased with most of it.
He was clearly pleased with the defense and tax numbers.
"This is as good as we're likely to
do and I'm going to urge Republicans to support it," Baker said.
The Domenici compromise plan
would increase defense spending

7.5 percent, raise no new taxes, and
spend $11.4 billion more on nondefense domestic programs next
year than Reagan sought in his
budget proposal.
Reagan had proposed a 10 percent
increase in defense spending, but the
higher spending for non-defense
domestic programs is what bothers
him the most about the GOP compromise. Domenici said the increase
actually is a 0. 7 percent reduction
from last year, after accounting for
inflation.
Baker said this is "Alice in
Wonderland time in the Senate,"
explaining that spendthrift liberals
are now worried about large deficits,
while moderates, who usually despise deficits, are balking at tax increases to lower deficits.
The Republicans, who control the
Senate with a 54-46 majority, stalled
the second day of Senate debate on

•

the 1984 budget resolution so they
could meet privately and work on
the compromise to try to gain 51
GOP votes.
The Domenici compromise is
likely to be offered on the Senate
floor as a replacement for the 1984
budget resolution adopted April 21
by Domenici's budget committee.

,,

With a few Republicans defecting, the committee passed a mostly
Democratic plan that would increase
defense spending by 5 percent, raise
$30 billion in new taxes and spend
the same amount on domestic programs as the Domenici compromise.
The Republicans are divided over
taxes. The conservatives do not
want any new taxes, moderates want
a nominal amount, and the liberals
want to raise $30 billion by canceling the 10 percent income tax cut
scheduled for July I.

Conveniently located between 1-25 and University

FREE
French Fries

Remodeling Is Finally Finished.

with this coupon and the Purchase
of a Hamburger ($1.30 or more)

Please Stop In And See The All New KINKO•S COPIES~

a .55¢ savings

WE ARE HAVING A SALE JUST FOR YOU

witt'! coupon thru 5·8·83

Frontier Restaurant

Thanks for your patience, we'll see you soon.

2 pieces of Golden Fried Chicken

/.-Y

Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Med. Beverage

1.71

Reg. S221

with coupon • Good Any Time • No Limit
Open Daily
.
Use our convenient drive up windows at
at 11:00am
1830 Lomas NE
Other Locations
4700 Menaul NE
100.15 Central NE
5231 Central SW
Expires 5-8-83
11200 Montgomery NE

..t1.u.btJVYL

XEROX 9400 DUPLICATING SYSTEM

kinko•s copies
2 Slices of

All Cheese Pizza

$1.00

20• while .bond copes (81\ •

WID tfoao

celebrating the grand opening
of our new location

Coupoh .good today 5-4, Thrs. 5·5, & Fri. 5-6-83
AIJ!)elltO'S

.

?ki~~~!.~~~~krs cr
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AlbUquerque, NM 87106
255·967:5

50% OFF One Round .8 ~I
Regular Price of Mhti·Golf
(GOOd tbru May 17)
The Most Excttlno

Entertaining
Eq.foyable
MINIATURE GOLF COURSE

All New
Videos! II

ENTER OUR CONTEST
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Forum

Forum
Faith Does Not Warrant
Persecuti·on, Bloodshed

Students' Concern
Plays Dead at UNM
It is no surprise that a common reaction to the National Commission on Excellence in Education's report is one of skepticism. What is
doubted are not the recommendations themselves, but a concern to
implement them.
That concern is surprisingly dormant on this campus, l'Vhere the
battle lines should be drawn. There are rallies for El Salvador, but we
roll over and play dead when in the midst of our own battle. Oppression is deserving of our scrutiny, whether it be in Latin America or at
home, and nothing is more oppressive than ignorance.
We are not making the kind of headway in fighting this despot as
we would like to believe. Paul Copperman, an analyst of student
performance statistics, was quoted in the report as saying, "For the
first time in the history of our country, the educational skills of one
generation will not surpass, will not equal, will not even approach,
those of their parents."
This should make us not fearful, but angry. We are being cheated .of
the skills that will be required for survival in an increasingly complex,
technological world. But we can only be angry at ourselves if we do
not take responsibility for our education. We cannot expect it to be
handed to us; we are in for a tough fight against a penny-pinching
Legislature, uninformed taxpayers, an indifferent president ... and
ourselves.
It is obvious that a superior education can only be obtained by
setting the highest standards for ourselves and urging the implementation of high standards by the University.
But such has not been our record. The Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico Lobby Committee, acting, we would im·
agine, as representative of t~e students, this semester proposed that
the deadline for dropping courses be extended from six weeks to
eight weeks after courses start, and that the repeat course policy be
changed so that the latter grade be counted, instead of an average of
the grades, in instances of course repeats.
These suggestions hardly reflect a pride in setting high standards
for this institution, but imply a careless approach to learning. And
while we grumble about budget cuts, it is nothing short of ludicrous to
ask for an easier grading policy and in the same breath demand
money for a more challenging education.

---Letters---

Gfi€eTIN&S MADAM !
I'M THE. MeAPOW ffiRlY
CANI71rnn:: FOR 1H~
Vlcg·f'R~fJIP€NCV IN

1'/Btf. WOUW YOU W<e
1V JOIN M~ FOR A
!iRINK?

I
{

AClVAILY,
! 5£(..1..
V!'£17
CAR5.

I

Penalties Considered
Editor:
Did you consider the difference between the penaltY for Sophie
Martin and Wylie Robinson is reflective of the attitude of societY
toward men and women?
A man is allowed the passionate, jealous rage when his rights to his
woman are violated. The woman, of course, must already have been
guilty of something if she is abused or rejected. No man leaves,
violates or harms (mentally of physically) a "good"woman.
Another point for the social scientist. Why did the. man destroy the
''other" man? The woman did violence to the object of her (one-time)
affection, not the "other" woman.
Despite affirmative action, ERA and raised social conscience, one
cannot legislate a change in traditions and attitudes of "woman's
place.'' Too bad those in a position to make a difference- in this case
the judges- still hold fast to the unequal perspective in dealing with
the sexes under law.
The last line of your editorial SHOULD read: One man's alibi is a
woman's noose.
Joan Andersen

NfW MEXICo--~-~---------
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Editor:
As members of the Baha'i Faith as well as students at the University
of New Mexico, we would like to share with you our concern over
recent tragic events resulting from actions taken against our fellow
Baha'is in Iran by the Islamic al,!thorities.
More than 100 men and women have been killed on the basis of
their religious beliefs, ana many thousands thrown out of work and
deprived of their jobs and pensions for the same reason. This has
been going on for 140 years, and, in total, more than 20,000 Baha'is
have been killed for their beliefs.
The beliefs of the Baha'is do nothing to warrant such actiol).s. The
Baha'i Faith stands for unity and for the oneness of all the world's
great religions, as well as the oneness of mankind. It promotes world
peace and an ever-advancing civilization.
The Baha'i Faith, the largest religious minority in Iran, has been
denied legal status and human rights.lts holy places have been seized
and destroyed. The homes, farms and possessions of Baha'is have
been looted, burned and stolen. Baha'i children are refused education
and are hounded by school authorities. Baha'is all over Iran are now
being imprisoned, tortured and executed in terrible ways without a
fair trial.
The persecution of Baha'is is even rnore shocking because Baha'i
precepts forbid any political activity. Not only is the Iranian government not threatened, but is killing those who would inspire love,
peace and unity for the world.
"
We, the Baha'is of UNM, invite you to raise your voice in protest
against this savagery, to demand that innocent lives be spared, and to
let your congressmen and senators .know your sentiments on this
humanitarian issue.
Baha'u'llah, the prophet-founder of the Baha'i Faith, stated:
"We desire the good of the world and the happiness of the nations;
yet they deem Us a stirrer up of strife and sedition worthy of bondage
and banishment .•.
"That all nations should become one faith and all men as brothers;
thatthe bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men should
be strengthened; that the diversity of religions should cease, and the
differences of race be annulled, what harm is there in this?
"Yet so shall it be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall
pass away, and the most great peace shall come. These strifes and
this bloodshed and discord must cease, and all men be as one kindred
and one family . , . "
We sincerely hope for your support to end these needless killings.
Behnaz Far

UNM• Faculty Paid 'Pitiful Salaries to Teach Swine'
Well, the response to the Daily
Lobo eaitorial on the Faculty
Senate was surely impressiveand interesting. Months of repeated insults ana hostile actions
by the Legislature, the adminis·
tration and sometimes myself
proauced virtually no public response from the UNM faculty.
But let a student criticize our no·
ble body, and the letters pour in!
Amazing. Where have all you
bold and upright people been for
the last year?

something to ao, I guess.
Much more important, I have
through the years heard a number of faculty express the view ol
the students as swine, as a
necessary evil which gets in the
way of our important business of
scholarly research. Ironically
enough, one of the indignant letter-writers has pe.riodically expressed this notion.to me.
Sure enough, many of .the stu·
dents here are unmotivated,
ignorant swine, but most are not.

A View from the Bottom
By Richa.rd Berthold

.

Actually, the Lobo should take And in any case we faculty, whatsome pride in the vehement ever we feel (!bout the quality of
reaction of the faculty. Such are- students, must never forget that
sponse was never evoked by the our primary duty here is
administration or the Legisla- teaching, not writing tedious
ture, so one can only conclude tomes or attending conferences.
that the faculty attaches more We are paid those pitiful salaries
importance to. student opinion to teach those swine, not to im·
than that of these other bodies. press one another with the
Very flattering.
lengths of our dossiers.
Of course it is true that most . Do you see what is happening,
faculty here are dramatically o my academic brothers? We
underpaid, and I expect- I have allowed ourselves to be
hope- that most of us care ab- mistreated, which is perhaps ex·
out students. But let us not be too cusable because of our lack of
self-righteous about this. I have power. But worse, in the process,
watched senior faculty earning we are allowing ourselves to be·
more than $30,000 a year under- come known as simpering co·
take incredible struggles in order wards, and there is no excuse for
to obtain another $100 of salary this. Even students, traditionally
increase. It gives many of us an anti-administration group,

Nationalism Destructive
Editor:
Herr Dickel, exactly. You say you are enraged about the division of
Germany and the ensuing separation from your family. Of course it is
tragic about your family.
However, do consider the similarity of the Soviet Union to Germany. Germany's expansionism nearly destroyed the world. Only by
its division are we spared the dread of "lebensraum."
Theworld powers ofthe 1930s did not try to deter Germany. On the
other hand, the Soviet Union has been under attack- including the
use of the military (U.S. armed forces)-since 1917. I don't want
Soviet repressions either. But the preservation of human rights and
defeat of Soviet Communism are non sequiturs.
Your inflammatory nationalism 1.) chills me still again with the
threat of German National Socialism (Nazism)- more lebensraum;
2.1 further instills rny tenet that nationalism is a destructive force in
developed nations.
That "100-yard death strip'' allows the French, the Dutch, the Belgians, the Scandanaviails, Europeans the "living space" your nation
tried to choke from them- from all of us.
Your propaganda is as destructive as any.
Josephine I. Maca.
Stewart Lomanitz

Read· more into your
phone service with
the Customer Guide.

Do you want to know how to plug in your own
telephone? Save money on your phone bill? Ot
simply find out how to get the most out of your
phone setvice, and still stay within your budget? If
you do, then here's some good teading that can help
you: the Customer Guide, in the front section of
your White Pages directory.
The Customer Guide is easy to use, easy to
read, and it's filled with the information you need. It
can tell you how to save on local service. What to do
when you're making changes in your home that
could affect your phone. Or what sort of options are
available to make your phope do more for you. And
there's much more.
And of course, if you have any other questions,
the numbers you need to get in touch with us are all
there, too ..
So if you want to get more out of your phone
service, turn to the front of the phone book. And let
the Customer Guide show you the way.

Forthewayyou live.
@
Mountain Bell

Production Manager , , , •• Duane McGregor

Technical Advis~t,,, .•• , .Craig Chrlssln~er
Business Manager .... , ...... Michael Ford
Advertising Manager ........ James Fisher

Member'1 New Mexico Press Assoclatlon

•

are begmning to see the faculty
as partly to blame for the plight
the University is in. And why
should they not? We are supposed to have more control over
the institutions than they, yet
their lobbying efforts are far
more successful than ours and
they have a voting member on
the BEF, which determines our
salaries. Is it surprising if they
begin to view the faculty with a
measure of contempt?

point when we say: "Enough,
Take away our jobs; close the
Univer:iity. We will no longer be
insulted and humiliated"? Self·
indulgent? Well, dignity and
honor are intrinsically selfjndul9ent, and in any case they
do not interfere With teaching.
Many of you wrrr be at the
commencement representing

faclill'/ and will doubtless sit
quieti\>' as the administrators and
politicians speak pleasant gener·
alities about UNM. By doing so
you assent to and legitimize their
actions. I trust thCit some of us
will be outside, protesting what .
is happening to UNM and demonstrating that at least some of
the faculty are willing to get
nasty.

The most recent act in the
tragedy of the UNM faculty is in
many ways the worst. Control
over curriculum is justifiably at
the core of what little power we
hav.e, and by effecting the
budget cuts without consulting
the faculty, the administration
has now invaded thattraditionCII·
ly inviolate terrain. And rather
than defending every inch of our
academic heartland, the faculty
capitulated immediately. No, I do
not consider a few angry voices
raised at one meeting a serious
fight. Especially when that meeting went on to vote approval of
what the administration had just
done.
Why should the administration not act as it does? We have
in effect told them that whatever
they do, we will suffer it with only
the barest of protest.
And I am tired of hearing the
"it could be worse if we act otherwise" argument. Of course it can
always be worse, but is that all
that matters? Whatever hap·
paned to cfignity? Is there no

College Press Senriee
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Jewelry, Leather Top Grad Gift List,
Traditional Sentiment Still Popular
(UPI)-Jewelry, watches, pens and
leather goods are "in" graduation Fields said neck chains and bracelets
for men are popular.
gifts. Lighters are ''out.''
Getz said the trend, which began
Jeweler Irving Get:.:, of Coral
Gables, Fla., says lighters are no in the late 1960s, shows no sign of
longer popular because givers are abating. He speculated the high v~si
trying not to encourage people to bility of macho athletes wearmg
neck chains has helped.
smoke.
·
Fields, who is vice chairman of
Graduation is a time for traditionjewelry
merchandising for Zale's, a
al gifts, retailers say.
"We're going right back to what 1 600·store international operation.
was popular 30 to 40 years ago," s~id gold initial charms set with disaid Jean Glendon, gift registry amonds are a very fast-growing gift
director for the Boston-based Jordan category for women.
Recession or not, be said, graduaMarsh department store chain.
tion
is ''probably just behind ChristThat means pearl necklaces and
earrings and gold charms for mas in unit and dollar sales for the
women, gold studs, cuff links and jewelry industry.''
In Memphis, Tenn., jeweler Jed
tie tacks for men, and monogramDreifus said May is clearly the
med silverplated items for both.
second biggest selling time for his
Glendon said popular silverplated 16 stores in five mid-south states-articles include key rings, letter
openers, pillboxes, picture frames
and card cases - the .latter for
graduates who will be getting their
first career jobs.
"Young people love real leather By Ramona Nye
attache cases, wallets and key
A reception will be held for all
rings,'' she said in a telephone inter1983 graduates by the University of
view.
Perfume is also popular for New Mexico Alumni Association
May 4, from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. in the
women, Glendon said.
"Traditional gifts can be very north ballroom in the New Mexico
sentimental," said Gctz, president Union,
of the 12-store Mayor's Jewelers
The association, encompassing
cbain in Florida. "They are kept about 50,000 members nationwide
over a lifetime, especially if they are and worldwide, is offering all 1983
from parents."
UNM graduates free membership.
At higher price levels, he said,
Members of the UNM Alumni
people may buy $125 fountain pens Association graduates recieve an
or family crest rings or signet rings. Alumnus magazine published nine
Getz sees a strong trend back to times a year. The magazine keeps
traditional watches over digital de- alumni informed about UNM activisigns, "a reflection of the trend to ties, and also helps people keep in
dressing up again."
contact with each other by listing
He said it also shows in sales of tie addresses, said Steve Ross, alumni
tacks and cufflinks, ''which indicate relations associate director.
(the wearing of) neckties and conventional shirts.''
Wallet-size diplomas will be
Both Getz and Dallas jeweler Leo given to ,graduates at the reception

and not just because graduation
comes earlier there than in some
other areas.
Mother's Day also falls in May,
he said, and "I can't separate the
two."
As for graduation gifts, ''The
watch business is very strong, and
anything personalized .is by far the
most popular," said Bill Jeter, a
merchandise manager for the
Dreifus chain.
Jeter said people in his area, who
were ~ending $6-$7 for each graduation gift seven years ago, now
spend $20, $50 or $75 per item.
"Even though the economy is
tough,. they want to give something
nice,'' be said. "They (the gifts)
don'tlook cheap although they may
be inexpensive."

Alums To Honor Grads

Just A "Note'' of Thanks
From All of Us at the ASUNM

Popular
Entertainment
Committee

enabling ihem to register for a free
trip to Hawaii in the fall with the
Lobo football team.

THE PERFE'CT
GRADUATION
G __ _

li
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Speaker
continued from page 1
s.chool or state.
They don't like to speak of
money.
Someone who has contributed
money to the school may be honored, but' 'it is long after the event''
and money is not the deciding factor, said Carleton Whitehead of
Reed College in Portland, Ore.
Reed typifies schools that prefer
to honor people with a tie to the
institution. Among its recipients has
been cookbook writer James Beard,
who attended Reed.
"I don't want to say people who
received honorary degrees have not
been generous to the. college, but the
purpose is to recognize something
they have done in society," said a
Dartmouth spokesman.
. The late vice president Nelson
Rockefeller, an alumnus, later pick.ed up an honorary degree from Dartmouth.
''Mr. Rockefeller was generous
in his lifetime and his family has
been generous after that," the
spokesman said. ''I think Mr. Rockefeller would have received a degree
even if he had not contributed ... "
''We don't base honorary degrees
on how much someone contributes.
We're not playing that game," said
Dr. Fred Brown, executive vicepresident of Buena Vista College,
Storm Lake, Iowa.
In 1980, Buena Vista did give a

"Ms. Nt1te"

Hatle a nice summer, ccle hope finals IJ.O well for IJOU.
Thank IJOU for IJOUr support

U.NM Commencement to Break
Tradition with No Guest Speaker
By Jeff Reisner
This year, for the first time in the history of the University of New Mexico
commencement ceremonies, no guest speaker will be featured,
UNM Secretary Anne Brown said the reason that no speaker will be
featured 1\t this year's commencement is simply to save time.
This year, the University will be giving two honorary degrees, a doctor of
laws degree to Republican U.S. Sen. Pete Domenici and a doctor of fine arts
degree to intemationally-reknowncd architect Nathaniel Owings,
Brown said honorary degree recipients are chosen based on their contributions and outstanding service to either ibe Southwest or the nation.
Domenici and Owings will make a brief statement at the time they receive
their honorary degrees, she said,
Sorne past speakers at the general commencement ceremonies at UNM
have been Cecil Andrus, a former Secretary of the Interior under Presidents
Carter and Reagan, Frank Angel, a UNM professor emeritus of education
administration and past president of Highlands University and Harold Enarson, who is now president emeritus of Ohio State University,
Brown also said the commencement speakers in the past were not given
honorary degrees because UNM did not want to give the impression that a
person gets an honorary degree just because they make a speech.

with speciC:tl guest

Tingley Coliseum -

SCANDAL

May 10th, 1983

8 pm

Tickets $10.50 in Advance- Plus s.rvicc ch. 19•
Available at All Giant Locations

..AN ALUMNl
M5MBER5\-UP!

Chinese Culture Center
Fh.r~ HEWLETT
a!~ PACKARD

large selection of
Kung Fu, Karate
Training Equipment,
Uniforms & Books
prices on many items
are greatly reduced

SERIES40
HANDHELD COMPUTERS
UST SALE
HJ>-41C H~ndheld Cnmput~r(441 Bvtes) .$195.00$165.50
HP·41CV H;mdhcld Cnmput~r
275.00 230.00
<2.2:l:lllvtcsl
195.00 165.00
HP-8210/IA CardR~adcr
385.00 325.00
HP-82143A Th~nnal l'rirtlcr/Ptnttcr
HP-41CV Svstcm I (Catculatnr
and Card Reader)
470.00 390.00
HP·41CV S\'slcm II (Cakulatnr.
c·anl !leader Printer!
855.00 699.95
HJ>.IL lntcrfa~c ~:~lrl!!;•d!!!ut~c-....,.-----'1=25::'.00::7--:::1::;10:".00=::
HP-82161 A Digital Cas~cttc llri\'C
450.00 375.00
450.00 375.00
HP·82162A Thcnnall'rintcr/Pin!ter
HP-75C l'ort;,hk l'!)l<>ffi!.ruJl[!!;U!!!IC!._r---~--"'99<>!5,.0,.0_c7._,9,.,5,.,00""

3015 CENf~A, N E
A.BUOUEROUE N \A a·•ce
NExt ro. oat ""HbHEP

SERIES 10
PROFESSIONAL CALCL',.:;:L.:_:AT.:.:O~R:::S::..__.,-:::L::.oiS:-:T~::SAL:-::-:E
HP·IOC Scicntifi~Programmahlc
$70.00 $63.00
HP-11 C Adwonccd Scientific

CIRCLE THE WORLD
Note;;

pay a "modest honorarium" of
$500.
Neighboring Providence College
won't do that, "That puts us under
the gun a little bit,'' Ann Manchester said. She frowned at unnamed
schools she said go through a lecture
service for speakers who demand a
$10,000 fee. "I think that defeats
the whole purpose."

Increase your productivity
with a
Hewlett-Packard Calculator

******************

'~r.

degree to a donor-graduate - unnamed because of a contract between the school and the person. If
the degree was exceptional, so was
the gift- $18 million.
The University of Rhode Island
insists on ties to the state for degree
recipients, except for the commencement speaker. Then it wants
someone nationally known, and will

~~

l'rngramm•i"llh'!J.!Ic~·-----~9""-0~.0,0~8=0=.00=
1 1 in~ndal

HP·I2C Adl'anccd
.
l'rugr<tmmahlc
120.00 100.00
HP·I5C Adl'anccd Proj1rammablc wil.h
- · __ Spcri<tl Punction$
~~-1.12~'0!.;1.0~0:...,.~100~.00~
HP·I6C Co!!!ll\JlltrSrknl!!JiisLt--,..,--~-_.!1~20~.0~0_1~00~,00':=
HP-97-r);..\ktup llullv l'rngrammahlc
750.00 600.00

A limited number of current and recent universilysrudenrs,
drawn from across the United States, will circle the world Sept.
'83- May '84, living with families and studying in Kyoto, 13ali,
Singapore, 13enares, Nairobi, Cairo, Jerusale~ and London.
Accompanied by Internationally known semor professors,
the selected stUdents will carry a full. course load. as they
explore how societies represent and interpret themselves to
themselves and outsiders.
The lnterhational Honors Program seel~s .mature, moti·
voted candidates who are prepared for a fulfilling academic
experience.. For further information and on opplicotion,
please call Marshall Strauss, collect, at 617-491-3120.

HP ACCESSORIES ~--------
HP·82180A ~:xtcndcd Funrtions
75.00 67.50
l<lodulc
.75.00 67.50
HP-82181A Extended Memory Module
30.00 27.00
· Hl'-41·15005 Survey Puc
125.00 100.00
HP·82153A OpticaiW<~nd
35.00 31.50

of'83

isreadJ

time to apply that hard-won presenting a final transcript or the
I. t'sknowledge
to Advanced Check· old sheepskin at any First National
bookBalandng, Bank Statement
Independent Study and Graduate
Level Check Numoering. Open an
-account as a new grad and First
National Bank in Albuquerque
will give you one year's chec:king
at no charge.
Verify your 1983 graduation by

office by August3I. 1983. We'll
open a.checking account in your
name with no service charge for
one year
Convenient to UNM: Grand
Office, Grand Avenue across from
St. Joseph's Hospital; East Central
Office, Central and San Mateo NE.

THE INTERNATIONAL HONOM PROGI\AM
Suite 007·96
1430 Massachusetts Avenue .
Cambridge MA 02138

401 WVOMIN13 NE
ALBUGUERGUE, N.M. 87123
505 • SS!S-7981
"'-l•·n· ihltlr-.-

"-1' Fll:l•l-'i.'ltl

S.tl. 1-i:,ltl-\·:111

New Mexico's Largest Home-Owned Independent BanK

Sale Ends 5-31-Ril

VISA-MASTER CARD-AMERICAN EXPRESS

.******************

l'fltC~- ~Uhjt.:.,:t tu tflllr'l~t! ~-lthflUI I'IHIJ(C

..

~- --~--~ -~----·--------·--.......-

,_

"·
.J

The First National Bank in Albuquerque
Mernber FDIC

Convenient Location!! Citywide
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Save . . way Liquor Stores
SuH' moue:·, c;~rr~·-ou t ser\'iC'e, plenty of free parking

5704 Lomas Blvd. N.E.
fa,will' br;~nds cost k•ss at Sa\'1.'·\\'ll\'
and ron'llalways get what roil ask for. ·
Yo11r

5516 Menaul Blvd. N.E.
CONGRATULATIONS
GRADUATES
AND THE
BEST OF LUCK!!
SAVE-WAY LIQUORS
FEATURES:
• Tlw largest selection of California
and imported wines in the state of
Mexico. '

Nl.'\\

• \Vi~le assortment of (.'mdials,
cognacs and brandies.

• Largt• selection of Anwriean
and importl•d bcl.'n•.
• Till' Ill's! hrands in whiskies.
rum. 'odka. and gin.
• All of tlw aho\'.c at low.
low, di~count pricl'S.

Non-Student
Charged in
UNM Rape
By Steve Shoup
A Bosque Fanus ml\11 has been
arrested and charged with kidnap
and criminal sexual penetration
of a 20-year old University of
New Mexico student, UNM campus police said.
Frank D. Sanchez, 31, was
arrested by campus police Friday
afternoon in front of Zimmenuan
Library when he was identified
by the victim.
The attack took place at about
1:30 a.m. April 27 in the 'D'
parking lot on the southeast corner of campus. Campus police
say Sanchez allegedly threatened
the victim with a knife and drove
her to a wooded area where he
raped her. He then returned her to
campus at about 5 a.m.
One witness to the arrest said
he had seen Sanchez a number of
times on campus. Sanchez is not.
a student at UNM.
Sanchez was arraigned Monday in the court of Judge Robert
Thompson. Bond was set at
$65,000. A trial date has not been
set.

Plus convenient drive-up windows

ASM Positions Open
Carol Bradley Shirley
There are 10 vacant positions at
the Anderson School of Management and only two of those will be
filled this fall.
"We're having a hard time keeping even," said Dean Morgan
Sparks.
He said the approved positions
have been vacant for the past year
and that filling them is proving to be
a problem. The current hiring freeze
is only one of the problems, said
Sparks.
The two people who will be joining the ASM staff signed contracts
with the school before the freeze was
put into effect, he said.
Sparks said the finance area of the
school is the most "hard-pressed."
"It's the area that is hardest to
recruit in,'' he said. He said the people who have the right credentials
and the expertise in that area can find
higher paying jobs outside of
academia.
Within the academic world, the
Universty of New Mexico is having
a hard time competing with other
universties for talent, he said.
Sparks outlined three areas that
someone could look at to see how
competitive UNM is in attracting
quality educators - salary, fringe

benefits and professional support.
"As far as salary is concerned, we
are generally competitive in the
Rocky Mountain area," he said.
UNM cannot compete with salaries
offered by east and west coast
schools, he said. "But, of course.,
their cost of Jiving is higher.''
Fringe benefits are "a problem
for us,'' said Sparks. In tenus of
what fringe benefits cost individual
employees, Sparks said he thought
UNM does not compete well with
comparable universities.
Sparks defined professional support as support for research, summer
support, availability of tools like
computers and teaching load.
Again, he said he does not think that
UNM fares well in the comparison,
He said many universities demand
something less than the nine-hour
teaching load required of instructors
at UNM, And, "We're behind in
data processing epuipment."
"The fringe benefit problem
we're stuck with, but we can do
something about the professional
support area," said Sparks. He said
until the Universty makes an effort
to provide reasons for professionals
in business to come to UNM, the
business school will continue to
have problems recruiting for vacant
positions.

Retirement Ends 27-Year Career
For Music Professor Batcheller
By Arden Hebert
Professor John M. Batcheller will close the door on his career at the
University of New Mexico after 27 years of service to the department of
music.
Batcheller, 65, will retire at the end of this semester, leaving behind a
career full of outstanding achievements.
"I want to do the things I want to do. I want to be unrestricted," Batcheller
said.
Author of two editions of "Music in Recreation and Leisure," Batcheller
said he plans to teach privately and travel after he retires.
"I've had a very interesting time here, I have enjoyed it to no end,"
Batcheller said.
Batcheller received his B.S. in music education from Potsdam Teachers
College in New York. He later received his M.A. and Ph.D. from the
University of South Carolina where he taught seven years before coming to
UNM in 1956 on a joint appointment in the College of Fine Arts and the
College of Education.

NAPOLEON
ABEL <iANCE'S 1927 MASTERPIECE

AUNIVERSAL RELEAIE

THINKING ABOUT
A NEWSPAPER
CAREER?

~Efif?o~.~!~.~~ IG I
· IOihl:lm STU0101i 1~81

ARE YOU the sort of Freshman or
Sophomore who likes to ask questions?
ARE YOU the sort of person who
wants to know what's really going
on around you?
DO YOU like to write and read?
AND will you be looking for a job
this summer?
If your answer to these questions
is YES, then the American Society
of Newspaper Editors would like
for you to apply for a summer job.
The idea is to get you interested in
a career in journalism.
NEWSPAPERS are looking for mi·
nority students who have an interc
est in becoming tomorrow's journalists.
If you would like to be considered do this:

Friday-Thursday, Mar 6-12
(Sat., Sun. Mat.: 3:00 7:30
Coming Soon:.WINTER OF
OUR DREAMS

DOM PAXGHO'S

Una carrera en .....
periodismo podria
asegurar su futuro.
iPienselo!

I !=111 oullhe !otm Cll th•S page
2 Wr1t(! us a one-page tener descr1tJ•r'IQ vourse1f aMel telhf'IQ
us what yOll wtH~! ttl do '/ill~ )'D.;r ·,le
3 Send bOth tne torm and the tetter to

The ASNE:: FOCUS orogtatn

S6Jt

C~apel

-

AMERICAN \•;;';j
SOCIETYOF ~
NEWSPAPER EDITORS

Dnve

AnMtldc!1e Va 2'.00J

NAME .
SCHOOL
SCHOOL ADDRESS

------~-~ ~ AGE

GRADE POINT AVERAGE
SCHOOL PHONE

_ _____ Zip _
HOME ADDRESS _ _ . _
_ -- - - - . . - . HOME PHONE _
______ ..._. __ -··~-~------__~-·-·Zip_________ _
In what city do you intend
Who is your
to spend .the summer?
favorite teacher ?

l

I

j

2108 CENTRAL S.E./247-4414

Godfather's Pizza Combo - it's been
imitated, counterfeited, forged and faked,
but's it's never been duplicated.
Pounds of gunk on a gorgeous crust,
guaranteed to devastate your appetite.
So what's holdin' ya'?
......... _ _

Godfather's PizZa .
UNMIKatlon

106 Buena VIola, SE 241-9591
(Behlftil Sl f11WG111 ol'i Cflllr•l)

ii!6-0IU
lft'6666
34US6t
Ul-7161

......__,"""_.,.

D & C Auto Sales
Los Lunas Valencia Y
865-6886 local call
An Economy Car at a Fair Price
for UNM Students
81
81
81
81
81

Ford Escort 3600.
Datsun I? tO (loaded) 3800 (groat puy)
Colt (loaded) 3650
Pontiac Ttooo 3600
Cheven• (loadad) 365{)

79 Chevy Impala St. Wagon 3650
77 Chevy Malibu 1750
77 Chevy Nova 2150
77 Oldsmobile 1750

many others available

we take trade-ins

The Perfect Graduation Gift

Math Majors
Physics Majors
Computer Sci Majors
& Other Technical Degree Majors

Michael A. OilllC!,!:OS

DORM FIRE: About six fire engines were called to a fire at .Santa Clara Hall dormitory
Saturday afternoon. The dormitory was evacuated and the fire turned out to be a smafl
electrical fire.

Re-Design
Your Future

$5 Price Alleged in Vote Buying Case
(UPI) - A convicted burglar testified Tuesday that two other defendl\llts in an alleged Guadalupe County vote-buying scheme helped him
register to vote and cast his ballot in
the general election.
Fred Salas of Santa Rosa said Republican sheriff's candidate Tony
Sanchez allegedly asked for his vote
via absentee balloting and told him
that someone would be at the county

courthouse to assist him.
Salas said the person who helped
him was Herbert Anaya, a defeated
Democratic sherifrs candidate,
Anaya, Sanchez and Chino
Gutierrez are the first of nine Guadalupe County defendants to stand trial
on charges of vote-buying and ballot
tampering.
Salas testified Anaya went in the
polling p)ac:e with him and marked

Student Trys Teaching Students;
Offers New Perspective, Credit
By Joan Padilla
During her last semester of college, Sandy Gonzales-Smith is
doing something that few undergraduate students get an opportunity
to do - teach a class of fellow stu·
dents.
The University of New Mexico
Women's Studies Program offers a
teaching internship where students
like Gonzales-Smith can work with
an instructor and earn class credit.
said Helen Bannan, acting Women's
Studies director.
.
"I thought it would be interesting
to sec the other side of the coin,"
said Gonzales-Smith, who is coteaching Introduction to Women's
Studies with Trisha Franzen. She's
found that life in the classroom looks
a lot different from a teacher's pers·
pective.
"For one thing, it's always interesting to hear the comments made
about tests. I've heard some of the
same things that I've said before to
professors. I think I try as best as 1
can to be objective. These people arc
my friends, my peers, but I have to
grade them."
She said as an instructor she
thinks she has to be more inhibited
than as a student. "The classroom is
the student's place, and I have to
make sure they have the opportunity
to express their ideas there,'' she
said.
The time and work involved in
teaching, devising the curriculum
and setting up a syllabus "have
given me a . new respect for some
instructors,'' said Gonzales-Smith.
"The preparation is the one thing
that absolutely amazed me. When I
go into the classroom, 1 feel that I
have to know a lot more than the
students."
Franzen noted Gonz;des•Smith's
contribution to the course saying,
''She keeps me in touch with the
student perspective. But also, she is
a native New Mexican, a Chicana, a
mother and a married woman. And
she brings all of that and shares her
analysis With the class."
Gonzales·Smith said she has tried
to bring to the course an awareness
of the Chicana perspective and ofthe

political system and how women can
work within it.
After graduating this semester
with a Bachelor of University Studies degree, Gonzales-Smith plans
to attend graduate school in counseling education.

Lateral Engineering Degrees
(a follow-.on BS Degree after graduation
in electrical engineering)

his ballot, then allegedly paid him
$10 for the vote.
Salas also testified that Anaya
told him he would be given an additional $5 for each person he brought
to the courthouse to cast an absentee
ballot.
Salas said he brought about 10
people to vote, but was only paid for
three of them. With the $10 for his
own vote, he said, the total amount
he received was $25.
Upon cross-examination, Salas
said Anaya never approached him
about being paid for his vote.
Salas also said under cross·
examination that Sanchez helped
him register abou.t two months before the general election. State law
prohibits a convicted felon from
voting.
U.S. Attorney William Lutz said
he believes Salas will be given im·
munity from prosecution in exchange for his testimony.

PAID for by the US AIR FORCE
• Full Tuition
• Excellent Salary
• Developmental Engineering Assignments
(full time school & over 18,000 yr.)

Rich VIckers
2125 Wyoming NE
Albuquerque NM

298·1122

Residence Hall Students

,,
,,
·o"·
~~~eC'
Renewal Deadline
c"'

Residence Hall students are reminded ta complete and
submit their Residence Hall.room and board renewal mate- t
rials by
~

4:00pm
Thursday May 12

INSTANT COLOR

Submit forms to:
Housing Collections and Reservations
2nd Floor La Posoda
·

6PACKS99t
(With College I.D.)

TOMATOES • CHILIES
PANSIES • MARIGOLDS • PETUNIAS
Expires 5/31!83
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2017 EUBANK NE • 294·1588
MON.-SAT. 9-6 SUN. 9·5
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LEARN
BARTENDING

"THE PROFESSIONAL WAY"

•
•
•
•

Job Placement Assistance
Full or Part-time Employment
40-Hour Course
Licensed by the New Mexico
Board of Educational Finance

MEN & WOMEN
292-3312
INTERNATIONAL
BARTENDING INSTITUTE

YOUCMTAKE

IT WITH YOU!

THE "'KAPLAN ADVANTAGE" DOESN'T
HAVE TO END WITH YOUR ADMISSION TO LAW SCHOOL!
THE SAME SKILLED INSTRUCTION THAT PREPARED YOU FOR
THE LSAT. CAN GUIDE YOU THROUGH FIRST YEAR LAW'

INTRODUCTION TO LAW SCHOOL
A ~-H MPUIN SEMINAR
• CASE BRIEFING • TORTS • LEGAL WRITING
• CONTRACTS • STATUTORY ANALYSIS
• CIVIL LAW • RESEARCH METHODS • PROPERTY

~-H

kiiPIAN

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

TES1 PRfr:r.RATION Sf'ECI.llrSTSSN:E 1938

Egyptian Native, Multilinguist

Education Cost
At Record High
At Yale, Others
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (UPI)Yale University isn't begging for
students even though a year's college bill has hit a record $12,980.
Some 9,000 who applied for entry
next September were notified in
mid-Apr,il they could not be
accepted.
The story is the same at the nation's other high-priced schools,
from Stanford to Princeton.
Even if fees remain the S!lme for
four years, the base sticker price on a
bachelor's degree at such expensive,
highly selective schools will come to
$52,000 and more.
An analysis of the bill at Yale
shows $3,930 goes for room and
board - tuition comes to $9,050.
According to a Yale spokesman,
thatcoversjusthalfofthe real cost of
instruction. The remainer is subsidized from the school's endowment
income.
The situation is similar at other
high-priced schools.
The $9,000 buys nine academic
credits over a year, each worth three
hours of instruction a week - a total of 27 hours a week, Yale spokesman Steve Kezarian points out.
For this the high-priced schools
offer masses of reference books,
bright classmates, a highly competitive and hardworking atmosphere,
an outstanding faculty and, as a rule,
fewer students per teacher than one
finds at less selective, lower priced
schools.

By Mark Michnovicz
"My experiences in America using the American English language
have been invaluable to me," says
Em an El-Bashqishy, a native of

EMAN EL-BASHBISHY

Michael A, Gallegos

DUELING KNIGHTS: These knights battling were a German
semester project of UNM student Ann Abi - Habib. They
belong to a group known as the Society for Creative
Anachronism,

'Outstanding' UNM Professors
Named, Receive $1,000 Awards

The jlr~al Lip Service tirls .semester wifl run Monday~
May 9. Lip Service is available to all VNM non-projU
organizations. _Forms for Lip Service can be picked
up lri Marron Hoi/, room JJ8J_ and must be turned In

Three professors have been named outstanding teachers of the year at the
University of New Mexico.
Dr. Roy Caton, professor of chemistry, Dr. Jean Civikly, pr?fes~o~ of
speech communications and Dr. Vera John-Steiner, professor of hngmsucseducational foundations, will receive checks for $1,000.
Caton and Civikly won the award for undergraduate teaching and John·
Steiner won the award for graduate teaching.
Caton has been a professor at UNM since 1972 and has won other awards
for his teaching.
. .
.
.
.
Civikly has been a professor at UNM smce 1973 and ts domg research m
nonverbal communication, transracial communication and teaching develop·
ment.
John-Steiner is the director of UNM' s Santa Fe Graduate Center, and has
published extensively on language acquisition, bilingualism and cognitive
psychology.
The winners of the. annual teaching awards are selected by a committee of
faculty, students and administrators.
~
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Box 2954

Roswell, NM 88291

f.;:rforming Arts

Stud~o

Classical Ballet; Jazz
Professionally taught by
Laura J3rown-Elder
Private or Group rates
2219 Lead Ave. S.E.
for appointment call
256-1061 or 265-3067
Acting
Classes
Taught
by Ethel Terry Baca

Introducing Eloisa Garcia
from the Royal Ballet in London
~.:eaching ballet, and character dancin:· ..,'

i~···
'

The UNM Heritage Brass Qulniet will present a
spring concert_at 8:15p.m. Thursday at$t. Mark's on
theMc:sa Episcopal·thurch. Admission f!i; free.

A C1Jdlac Pulmonary RessusUallon Cltu will be
held rrom noon to 4. p.m, today at the Student Health
Center. Morc·jn(ormation is available from Katherine
at2n-IS31.

$ ~

Information:

'the Malflfmallcs and Statbtle! Deptnmenl wlll
hold lhe Math Placem~nt Exam .lit 10 a;m. today in
theTcstln& Divi~ion, room 8, All students planning to
take thelr tirst freshman level course during summer
or fall semesters must take ~he· eJC;atn prior to
registering (ora math course.

Pnparlng for Finals will bchdd from 10 lo I j a.m.
through thursday in the UniversitY Skills Center.
thlrd floor, ZlmmermanLibrary.

Guarantees You

&

Upcoming Events

·····~

The Kin Club will meet at 9130 p.m. today at the
Native American Studies Center, 18121.as LOmas.
This-will bethelast"mettlng undl nexrfa11.

Ages
18

Nexl to Burger King

Coupon Exp!ros May 17, 1983 .

SUMMER JOBS!

to
80

Kelly Services is a temporary help service company.
We're not an employment agency so you pay no fees and sign
no contracts.
As a Kelly employee, you work at our customers locations on short term assignments.
You can earn good money this summer, and during all
your breaks, on Kelly temporary assignments. We have jobs
ranging from word processing to typing to filming ..• product
sampling to light industrial. Most office assignments require
6 months experience.
Contact the Kelly office for more information.

N.E.

A Severi•Wtek Beginning Convtrsadon Spanish
01.8.'1, for trav~:t and business__ situations, will be
of(ered by native speaker Encarna Abella from 7 to9
p.m. Mondays beginning June J3 at the International
Cen1er1 1808 Las Ldmas N.E. More information is
availabic from Ms • .Abella at 266'9943 or the
International Center at 271·2946.

Male
and

'iMJnOrhfes and Medldne," a motivalional
workshop program, will be held May 23·27.. More
inrormalion ls available by writing ••MotivaaiohBI
Workshop ProgramH/Student Affairs OrtieeJDasie
All •Sj Graduatr• are encouraged to stop by the Science Medical Bldg., room 106/Aibuquerquc,
Nonh Bail room from 6 a.m. to 6·p,m.today (or their N.M., 87JJl, or by calling Lauro Silva, MWP
free membership .'in 'lhe Alumni A.ssodation. By c:oordinalor; at 277-4654 or277-2728.

Female

The UNlit Skyd!•lng Club wltl meel at 7 p.m. today
lrt the sUB, room· 253.

4315 Lomas NE

265-5881

Kelley Services
\lt/_iJII•JI t lpflnrluull~ f•.mtJht~t·r. ~I

I· If

r------~~~-----------------~-~-------~-------1
I.
I
I
I

40 First Plaza Bldg. at the Galeria
Albuquerque. NM 87 I 02 • (5051842-9428

CTA

SPECIAL COUPON
DO YOU LIKE RAOUETBALL?

Computer Technology Associates
Apple liE Compufell Avolloble Nowf
e64K
• Front Disk Drive
• Monitor Stand
• 80 Column
Text Cord
• 90 Day Warranty
• Factory Trained
Techs

The Executive Sports Club has a special offer for you:
NOW through June 15th all UNM stttdents, faculty and staff may jOin our
limited membership club With no Initiation fees.
You can save between 75.00 • $300.00
No otner club In town has ever made such an incredible offer.

.,.,e

•199500
Get a $50.00 discount on Apple II E Introductory training
class for each Apple II E purchased.

GRADUATION
We Speciali2:e
SPECIALS
In NEW WAVE

Across lrom U.N.M

The UNM AqulnaJ Newman Ctntfr wltl present
Falher Donald Goetsen, O.P., Ph.D., ·who will speak
on '"How We Undcr.5tamf Christ," at 7:3D p.m.
Saturda)'• The Center is located at 1815 Las Lomas

\11!1 SOUTli WEST ~IJrl

t=OXY PGJ=Lt;CTIONS

SHAMPOO, HAIRCUT, & STYLE $10.00
HAIRCUT & PERM $35.00
Hours 9-6
HENNA $15.00
842-8300
Walk·fns welcome
2000 Central SE

Lfl1115 Vlva11 will feature G. Varela MR.rln who will
read selections rrom his unpublished novel from
!2:30 to l p.m. Thursday in the Ortegu Hall Lounge.
This will be the Jast reading of the series,

ail\ CONCEPTIONSdil\

.

..

registering, graduates atso become eligible for a
drawing to win a trip to Hawaii. A mlnature Wallet•
sized diploma will also be rewarded and refreshments
will be served,

Todayts Events

.A Wrlllng Lab will be held from ! lo S p.m.
through Thursday in the UniversitY Skills Center,
lhird floor, Zimmerman Library.

5 10 25 Sources of Financial Aid
Up To Date source Information
computerized Search of 4,000 + Sources
Sources For Which You Can Qualify

For Data Form

The

by Friday, May 6.

DOLLARS FOR COLLEGE ·::•
$45

,,

~

Egypt and speaker of Arabic, Swa- especially appreciate their arts and
hili, English and French.
crafts. I learned to work with beads
El-Bashbishy will graduate with a in Egypt, and find it similar to Indian.
master's degree in Teaching English bead work. I have even learned a bit
to Speakers of Other Languages of the Navajo language," she says,
(TESOL) from the University of
Learning about new cultures in
New Mexico May 15 ,
nothing new to El-Bashbishy. As a
"I completed my comprehensive child she went to American schools
exams on Aprill6, and passed them because her father wanted her to
'with distinction'," she says.
learn English as a second language.
El-Bashbishy' s minor is linguis- She lived seven years with her famitics, She has also started a doctoral ly in Tanzania where she learned to
program in TESOL and plans to fin- speak Swahili fluently. She says she
ish in 1986,
will next study Spanish to Jearn the
English is an easy language to language systematically.
Her two-and-a-half year old
learn she says. The grammatical
structure is simple in comparison to daughter, Emani El-Shirbini, is also
Arabic, which is riddled with irregu- becoming multilingual. Arabic i~
larities, says El-Bashbishy, She says her first language and she is learning
once you learn a language, you don't English at her day care center. When
forget it.
she is five, she will be sent to a
Living in the Southwest has been bilingual school to learn Spanish,
a learning experience, says El- El-Bashbishy says.
Bashbishy.
El-Bashbishy came to the United
"I like the Southwest because of States in August, 1981, on a Peace
the tri-culture; I have been given the Scholarship. She had the choice of
opportunity to learn about and attending either the University of
appreciate the Indian, Hispanic and California at Los Angeles or UNM.
white cultures,
''I choose Albuquerque because the
"The Indian culture is unique. I climate here is very much like the climate in Egypt and because it's quieter
here," she says.
She arrived in America. with two
degrees in her pocket, A Bachelor's in
Education and Psychology from Mansoura University, and a Bachelor of
Arts from Ainshams University in
Cairo.

.

Call for details
CTA Computers
1704 Moon NE Suite 7

'···-------------··---·-··
(505) i98-2140

•

our facilities include:

s racquetball courts
2 whirl pools
1 swlmrnlng pool
1 sauna
2 steam baths
complete NaUtilus
cardlo·aeroblc training
Aerobic dance classes
I
I
I
I
I
I

1

RUnning ClUb
Pro shop
snack bar
Massage therapy
Diet weight control l)tograms
Free locker room amenities
1 hour free parking

starting May 1stwewlll have computerlzedfltness testlng.We will be the
oniy facility In the city that Will have computerized fitness testing.
· vour body deserves the best, the verv best.
Please present this coupon When vou stgn our 12 month contract: VIS;:, Master·
charge, American Express and ~utomattc Bank Debit are welcome.

Executive Sports Club, the very best I!

Located on central and 2nd street
l
between Copper and Tijeras.
·~--....,;-·--...----------- .... ......
....

-- ---------------------- -- .... ~--------
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56- Year-Old Grad Says
School Began New Life
By Joan Padilla

Before you look to buy your books

Make your stop
At the

Book Co-op!
ASUNM Textbook Co-op
A non-profit organization
founded to benefit

YOU,
the student.
Located in roo10 24A of the SUB base10ent
Hours: 9-4
Phone 277-3701

THE RF&L SCIENCE OF O.C.S.
IS TO HELP YOU DISCOVER
THE LEADER IN YOU.
-~Army Officer Candidate
School (O.C.S.) is a 14~weekchal~
lenge that will make you dig deep
inside yourself for mental and
physical toughness. For stamina
and courage.
ltisn'teasy. Butyou'lldiscover
what's inside you. You'll know you
have what it takes to lead. You'll
come out a trim, fit commissioned
officer in the Army, ready to exercise
leadership skills civilian companies
put a premium on.
If you're about to get your
degree in engineering or science, it could be your next science should
be O.C.S. Call your Army Recruiter.

SSG 1'11 KE MAHAN

For Eloisa Jones, retuming to
school after 34 years was like beginning a new life. "One day I was
completing a form and I wrote down
the years since I had been in school,
1946 to 1980," she said, "and it
stunned me. It looked like numbers
on a tombstone,"
It also brought back an ambition
she'd always had- to complete
college. Jones retumed to UNM in
1980 .and she 'U graduate this
semester.
"I put my life on hold for those
years," Jones said. She raised five
children, ranched in Santa Fe County, followed her husband to Nigeria,
Ghana and Bolivia, was widowed by
her first husband and divorced. her
second.
Jones, 56, is like a growing number of women who are retuming to
school after careers in the home or
after years of maintaining homes,
jobs and families. UNM now has
278 women students over 50, and
the average student age this semester
is. 25.5 years.
Jones' daughter, Mary Gonzales,
is also a retuming student, following
her mother's example after spending
10 years !!WaY from campus. "I
thought I was going to be the old
lady on campus at 28 years old,'' she
said. "But this is where I need to be.
l needed to come back to school.''
Gonzales thinks it's great that her
mother is in school. "It's done a lot
for her spirit. She's become more
actively involved with other people.
Education has always been very important to her and I know how much
this experience means to her."
After graduation from Santa Fe
High School in 1944, Jones entered
Radcliffe College in Massachusetts.
"Back then, not that many
women even got to go to college, but
those that did were expected to find a
husband there. We were expected to
get an education incidentally," Said
Jones.
"My mother even said about my
decision to go to Radcliffe, 'How
wonderful Maybe you can marry a
nice rich Harvard lawyer."'
But she didn't stay at Radcliffe
long. After one year she returned to
Santa Fe, homesick and on
academic probation. ''1 thought God
and my innate intelligence would
carry me through. I was ~rong.

"So I did the only senstble thing
to do at the time. I married my old
high school boyfriend."
She said she sfoesn't regret not
returning to school sooner, But she
said she found entering school in
1980 was not as. easy as it had been in
1944.
"This time, instead of thinking I
would rely on my intelligence, I kept
telling my children, 'I can't do this,
I'm dumb.' But I wanted to do it,''
she said.
The first days are the hardest for
older students, she said, because
they're uncertain about how they'll
do in school and they fear thatthey 'll
stand out among the young crowds.
On her first day bact<, Jones went to
class an hour early, looked around
the room and ''I chose the seat where
I thought I'd be able to hear best
from. I knew I was competing with
all those young people and I was
afraid that I'd be even further behind
if I couldn't hear.'' But she was able
to hear and found she could compete.
"Many retuming students, especially women, who haven't been in
competitive fields, dread the competition that comes with retuming to
school,'' said Landra White,
Women's Center counselor andReturning StudentAssociationadviser.
''Rather than feeling the maturity
of age, the value of our life experiences, we go into 'returning-student
syndrome' and feel we're not able to
make it in the classroom. So to compensate for our insecurity, we feel
we have to study twice as hard as
other students," said Jones.
After a few days, she realized her
age didn't really matter. No one was
staring at her and she found she enjoyed being around young people
·and school life.
"Young people accept us as their
peers with no· hesitation. We, in
tum, have to realize that they are not
snotty-nosed kids. They're intelligent, open people," said Jones.
The same goes for professors, she
said, claiming to be older than any
she'd had at UNM.
"Older students don't expect deference or pity from professors. We
just expect to be treated as equals, no
more and no Jess, and specifically,
no less," said Jones.
She plans to attend graduate
school in American Studies, and is
interested in writing a book about
her Spanish ancestors.
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ARMY.
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RAFTING

Now at 1710 Wyoming NE
Quality Dentistry
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Graduating Performing Artists
Still Face Employment Crisis
By Wren Propp
Applachian Mountains backwood
foll<s reacted to the Grept Depression .in the same way Brian Hansen,
ehauman of the theater arts department said he reacts to reports of present-day hard times.
"When asked how the hard times
were treating them, they (the backwood folks) replied, 'Nothing has
changed, we have always lived in a
depression.' That's the way times
are now with the department's
graduates. The major economic
problem is that there are fewer jobs
as waitresses and waiters for them
while they are out of work," Hansen
said.
Hansen said that while the immediate employment for individuals
in the performing arts has always
been bleak, at least half of the gradu-

ates from University of New Mexico's theater arts department go on to
apprenticeships, graduate schools
and conservatories.
"Art students have a perverse
pride, They seem to be extremely
adaptable to tough situations and are
part of a surviving, hard-dying
breed," Hansen said.
Hansen said the performing arts
budget was cut by 4 percent, or
$25,000, fo:r this fiscal year, and his
recommendation to the fine arts
advisory board was to cut out the
entire summer session course offer·
ings.
"However, we have worked out
'need courses' for those who wish to
graduate this summer '' Hansen
said.
'
"After this decision, we (the performing arts faculty) wrote and posted a memo to all students in the
,department, starting with an apolo-

Musician Credits Faith
By Jenny Wiliamson

Even though she was a biology
major when she entered college
seven years ago, Gladstone soon
found out where her passions really
lie. "I started piano lessons in the
second grade," she said, "and by
the time I was in the seventh grade, I
started composing. Even when I was
in biology, I was spending more
time at the piano. I thought since I
loved composing so much, l should
major in somposition.

Voted as the University of New
Mexico music department outstanding senior, Debbie Gladstone attributes the Almighty with a part in her
compositions.
Gladstone, 25, takes her music as
seriously as religion, and aspires to
be like John Williams, who wrote
the score for E.T.
"I want to eventually do what
John Williams does,'' she says. •'If
I could study under him, I'd be in
Heaven."
The native of Farmington spends
an average of five to six hours a day
composing, and says that of all she
has written she doesn't have a favorite piece.
"If I write something," she said,
"and stick with it, I lil<e it. I keep my
best pieces and I like What I keep."

gy to them for this cancellation and
explaining oqr reasons for the decision. We ended with a pledge to do
all that we could to help them, "
Hansen said.
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Theater arts students will soon be
presenting their final work for the
·
semester, Hansen said.
These "finals" will include
freshman and sophomore one-act
plays presented free of charge to the
public in the experimental theater.
The sophomore class will present
their productions May 6 and the
·freshmen will present theirs on May

.With thi~ Coupon

,

po; ":"

1res 5•1.....3

Mary Gerard Mannion w.ill present her senior dance recital Pauhama (or "An End to Study") in the
experimental theater May 8 at 4
p.m.
Film students will present some of
their worl< on May 10 at the experimental theater at 7 p.m. All presentations are free and are open to
I
the public.
Dance students will presentLet It ·1
Be Dance May 6 and 7 at 8 p.m. at
Rodey Theater.
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Retail business experience
An interest in music and books
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Gladstone said she feels God has a
long rapport with music, and she
cites Handel's Messiah as a prime
example.

Sun·Th ll:30am-12am
Fri & Sat 11:30am-lam

:

WlLDWATER RAFTING, Inc.

"I always depend on God. He has
always pulled me through. If I get
stucl< on a measure, I'll say 'Lord,
please help me.' He's always
there."

Central & University S.E.

lt
lt

Tailor-made Trips for
~ro11ps anc:t Individuals

Success
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PIZZA EXPRESS ·
.
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Dr. Barry Neumann
D.D.S.
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DIKING
SHORTS

Arts

Arts
Art Students Receive Awards;
Scholarships Also Handed Out

LARGEST SELECTION IN
THE SOUTHWEST

•
•
•
•
•

By Arden Hebert
Nine undergraduate art majors in
the College of Fine Arts have been
chosen as this year's scholarship rr.cipients.
.
Tha Anna C. Helman Award, a
$250 purchase award for outstanding senior painter, was given to
David G. Gilsuik,
Gilsuik was also elected to attend
the Yale-Norfolk summer program,
an intensive summer study organized by officials at Yale University
and is conducted in Norfolk, Conn.
"This is the most prestigious
summer art program in the country
and only about 15 students are

Woolrich
Sportif
Robbins
One Wear
Patagonia

~~·

~

~~r..a\Xl

m~

2421 SAN PEDRO NE 884-5113

New Mexico's Complete Camping & Backpacking Shop(

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers

WINNING ENTRY: UNM student Darlyne Miller (third from leh} displays the logo she designed for UNM'sPart-time Adult College Entry (PACE} progrl#m, which soon will offer grants
to part-time, non-traditional students. Miller's was one of 47 designs submitted in PACE's
logo design contest. Examining the logo are {from left} Dr. Helen Bannan, chairperson of the
scholarship subcommittee of UNM's Adult Reentry Advisory Committee; Marguerite G.
Swanson, and administrative assitant in the geology department who donated the $50
which Miller won in the contest; and Marvin ''Swede" Johnson, vice president for student
affairs, alumni relations and development, whose office oversees PACE.

Fa$t, Fnte Delivery

1f2 ·Price
Finals Special
An Officer and
A Gentleman
Starring: Lou Gossett,
Deborah Winger, & Richard Gere

All Seats s1oo

Friday, 7:00 Be 9:30 p.m. - Sat. Be Sun, 2:00, 7:00 Be 9:30
SUB • Lower Level • South Entrance

Co~es

to UNM in Fall

The work of a recent generation of
German filmmakers will be the subject of a class called "The New German Film'' to be taught next Fall.
Quality feature feature films,
shown outside class time, such as
The Marriage of Maria Braun, The
Tin Drum and Das Boot, as well as
the work of filmmakers such as
Rainer Werner Fassbinder, Werner
Herzog, Alexander Kluge, Wim
Wenders or Margarethe von Trotta,
will be topics of discussion for the
class.
Peter Pabisch, who will be
teaching the course, said it will explore the themes of social criticism,
the anti-hero as one outside social

boundaries and the failures of modem man to be able to cope with his
society in these German films of the
last twenty years.
"The gist of the course will be to
show the way these German filmmakers produce good art inexpensively, with lesser means, and to
show how Americanism has
affected another country in a positive way. That is, these filmmakers
are very, very critical of their society, and also to show that Gemtan
culture is not just the Third Reich,"
he said.
Though offered as Gem1an 336001, the class will be taught MW
3:00-4:15 p.m. in Ortega Hall 153.

3920 Central SE
262-1662
Umllttd Delivery Ana

This Sunday Day marks the 13th
annual New Mexico Symphony
Orhestra Mother's Day concert at
the Rio Grande Zoo.
Maestro Yoshimi Takeda will
conduct the orchestral program
which includes music fromThe
Empire Strikes Back and E.T., by
John Williams, Hayman's Pops
Hoedown, The Sutprise, by

.

Hayden, and Strauss' Radetzsky
March.
The concert begins at 2 p.m., and
the zpo opens at 9 a.m. Last year's
attendance was over 8,000, and this
year officials estimate at least
10,000 people will be there to celebrate Mother's Day.
Admission to the zoo is $2.50 for
adults and $1 for children aged five
through 16. There is no admission.
charge for children under five and
senior citizens.

~

~

%mile from UNM

Newest Travelodga in town 55 units Direct Dial Phones Color T.V.
queen-Size Beds, He<Jted Swimming Pool. Near sever<JI Restil•Jrants
and Shops. Individual air Conditioning & Heat Control
vve accept MaJOr t.:rea1t ~,;arcs.
Luther & Vivian Chambers, Owners

· 265-6961 * 3711 Central NE, Alb., NM 87108
or dial toll free (BOO) 255-3050
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Fast, Free Delivery
3920 Central SE
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$1.50 off any 16" pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires 5-15-83
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$. 75 off any size pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires 5-15-83

Fast, Free Delivery
3920 Central SE
262-1662
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DAVID G. GILSUIK

All Day Long during Closed and Finals Week!

Zoo, Symphony Join Forces
For Mother's Day Festivities
By Jenny Williamson

Good Luck Grads
-~ ]RAVE/oDtJE EAST

I

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Class on Ger~an Fil~s
ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE PRESENTS

Try our great Lobo Bu~·gcr, wntch for our
Specials, nnd don't forget the
Best Pizza in Town!
Daily except Sunday ll:OOa.m. - !O:OOp.m.

selected," Tim App, professor of their financial need, artistic ability,
grade point average and faculty supart, said.
Other scholarship recipients are port.
Pauline Sanchez, the Cheryi/ConiffCarroll Memorial Scholarship; Tracy Mobley, the John L. Knight
Memorial Scholarship; Walter T.
Borders, the Charles Mattox Prize;
J, Frantiska Blankenship, the Hilmer G .. Olaen Memorial Scholarship; and Marcia Rackstraw, the
HelenS. Pearce Art Award.
Recipients of art scholarships are
Gustavo and Norma Navarro, art
historians from Venezuela, and
Mary E. Warnock.
Students receiving the scholarships were selected on the basis of

Michael A.. Oalll:gos

t\W~~

·Jack's Lounge
15~4 Central SE
and
(5 blks, west of UNM)
Restaurant Carry-Ql.!t orders 242-7490
Come to the New Jack's Lounge
New Chef... New Luncheon Menu

with each meal
(this coupon valid thru May 31)

.

•

Do you like
coffee?
Let me
pour you a cup
for 5¢
or Free
with any purchase!
See details
below.

1

Now Carries Indian Groceries & Sptces.
Daily Luncheon Speclal•••$2.95
Lunch 11 :30·2:30, MON.-FRI.
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~ UNM TRAILBLAZERS ~
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PLEASE TURN IN YOUR
SUMMER ADDRESSES AND
PHONE NUMBERS
TO STEVE ROSS
UNM ALUMNI OFFICE

~

~
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~

~
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New Arrivals
This Week
Back East,
Vluwatu,
Bis, Plcante
That's right! At. New Mexico Union Food Selitlce We've rolled coffee prices back
to s~. or FREE with .any food purchase! FREE coffee to keep you awake during
those long hours of studying! Come to fhe Union during Closed or Finals weeks
and enjoy FREE coffee with a meal or your favorite snack. Offer valid only tor
students, factdty and staff of UNM.

New
......

~

~

"

.......... ,._ .

GOOD!

Union Food Service
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IUNM ~~DICAL~.:
II \PRIFESSIONS CLUBI
~.:)))!
277·6565

S.U.B. 24·D

The Pre-Medical Profession's Club
extends its thanks to the students,
faculty and staff of UNM for supporting our activities and making it a great
year. Special thanks go to our advisor,
Dr. Pete DiVasto and the numerous
faculty and community members who
willingly donated time to speak at
meetings. Activities occurring this
year and planned again for next year
include:
Biweekly Meetings
Pre·Medical Orientation Evening
Peer Counselling on Requirements, Entrance
Exams, Admissions Procedures and
Deadlines
D.H. Lawrence Weekend Workshop on
Alternative Health Practices

.

Autopsy Observations
Surgery Observations
Doctor for a Day WorK Observations
Blood Drives
Initiation of a scholarship fund for Club Alumn~
Staffing and Financial Support for
Special Olympics
Hospital Volunteer Programs at University
Heights Hospital and UNM,H/BCMC
Club Newsletters
Medical, Dental, Veterinary, Osteopathic and
Chiropractic College Catalogue Collection
Reference Collection of Texts and Tests
Medical College Admission Test Review Course
Fiestas (selling our magnificent burritos!)

Our growth during the year has made
it possible to budget for a part-time
work-study secretary next fall - if you
are interested contact us then.

Congratulations graduates
and we look forward to welcoming
old friends and new faces next fall!

Fall '83 Sthedule of Classes

LoQal Composer Challenges
'Cold Place' Computer Music
In a. recent issue of The Rolling
Stone, singer David Bowie claimed
that "Synthesizers have bullied
music into a kind of cold place." It's
an accusation that has been made
before by music critics and, in
slightly different terms, by consum·
ers and critics of popular culture.
The complaints aren't aimed only at
synthesizers, and music isn't the
only victim. Automation, computer·
ization and the creeping advance of
technology are blamed for bullying
the entire culture into a ''cold
place" where the human element is
out of place and the machine rules
supreme.
Manny Rettinger, the Albuquer·
que musician who is the driving
force behind the enigmatic Martian
Funk Ensemble, shares the disdain
for the "cold computer sound, the
vacuous sound of some electronic
music." But he takes exception to
placing the blame on the machine.
Rettinger has spent a good part of the
last nine months with machines precisely, synthesizers, electronic
recording equipment and an Apple
computer - putting together the
most recent manifestation of Mar·
tian Funk: Martian Funk Radio, or
"the tapes" as he refers to the collection of eight recorded original
compositions.
"It's not the synthesizer, it's not
the computer, it's the way people
use them," Rettinger says. "This
isn't synthesizer music, it's my
music and I happen to use synthesizers in it. I always hated synthesizers
because of the use people put them
to. Butl realized there are some nice
sounds, sounds that are more human

than electronic, that I could get out Petersen on bass, members of the
band Alma and a symphony orchesof synthesizers.
He has gotten some ''.nice tra tuba player among them. The
sounds" out of a computer, too- technology ·of the studio enabled
an Apple computer synthesizer at Rettinger to produce the tapes, but
UNM's computer department- his human friends provided the raw
which he programmed and re- material.
Still, Martian Funk Radio had to
corded for the tapes. If the people at
Apple who gave the product that be recorded. Rettinger says the insuggestive name didn't intend to tricacy of the compositions could
link it with anything as organic as the not be recreated in a live performtree .of life, Rettinger certainly ance, He says this kind of "pure
makes the connection, In one song, tape" could not be played by a band.
"Hurry Shangrila," he mixes a hu· Rettinger plays synthesizers, guitar
man voice (Janet Maher's), a baby's and percussion simultaneously on
cry and the percussive tones of the the tapes ~ something he couldn't
computer into an eery collage. do in a live performance. Yet, to
"Half By Man" begins with a com- keep .it from being ''too slick'' he
puter melody that leads into a church left in some of the ''little mistakes''
organ and features Dan Peebles's as a kind of tribute to human error.
"This music is very contemporlyric shakuhachi flute. "The past
and the future meet and they do fit,'' ary. It couldn't have been written
before now," he says. "If electric·
Rettinger says.
"At least it's got to be half by ity hadn't bee.n inveoled, the music
man," Rettinger says. On the other couldn't be done. Some of the pieces
hand, he says he is making a judge· have the. element of science fiction
ment for technology. "This," he and some are about machines. But
says, ineailing the array of ~uttons -there is also a lotofhumor in them,
and knobs of the four-track cassette too."
Machines played a big part in the
mixing board in his home ministudio, ''has becpme an extension of creation of Martian Funk Radio.
me. It makes it possible for me to And it depends on another piece of
expctly recreate the sounds in my technology, the radio, to transmit it.
But the machines haven't bullied
head."
But the sounds that make up Mar- Martian Funk Radio into the "cold
tian Funk Radio, the tapes, also in- place" David Bowie complains abclude the shakuhaci, an ancient out. The one-hour show will be
Japanese bamboo flute, and a cera· appropriately sandwiched between
mic Arabic drum called the doum- "The Light That Jazz Lit," and
bec, which is played by Carla Koop· Dwight Loop's new music program,
al. In fact, the tapes are the culmina- "Earwaves" on KUNM, 90.1 FM,
tion of three years of human effort by this Thursday at 9 p.m.
"This is music," Rettinger says,
more than 30 musicians who helped
improvise the compositions: Carl "that wants people to like it.''

TINO WHEEL DRI.VE
1706 CENTRAL S.E. ALBO., NM.
NEW & USED BICYCLES 87706
Full line of parts and accessories
Professional repairs and service

authorized Vespaon Mopeds,
dealer
expert
black west
on Central
·:.. . ·'"" •·r~K
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CHICANO STUDIES
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Are You Losing Your Hair?
The University ofN ew Mexico, Department ofMedicine, Division ofDermatolo·
gy is studying effectiveness of a topical solution called monoxidil to determine its
effectiveness in growing hair. We are seeking 100 participants in this study with
male pattern or common baldness. The pattern of hair loss must include hair loss
in the front of the scalp and some hair loss on t}le back, middle of the scalp (see
photo). Patients must be available for one full year for monthly follow~up visits,
must be between the ages of 18 & 49. For more information, please call277 -6770
between 2 & 6 p.m. This phone will not be answered or manned at other hours.

CHICANO STUDIES/AMERICAN STUDIES

Books Most
Important
To Athletes

241-001 Chicano Experience In the U.S.,
'2.86-00 I Introduction to So!Jthwest Studies,
34 I ·OO I History of Cpn/llct In New Mexico,

MWF 12:00· f 2:50
MWF I t :00- 1 1:.50
IT 12:30- I :45

SPANISH RECOMMENDED COURSES
31 1·00 I Southw~;~st Spanish.
rr 9:30- 10:45
31 5-00 I Creative Wr/tg. for NM $pi!n. Spkg. Students, MWF 2:00-2:50
439-00 I T!Chlcano Popular Culture,
·
M 6:00-9:00pm

The countdown is in progress.
Students. race from library to class to
restaurant and back to library again.
This circus continues until the last
final.
Many Lobo athletes look forward
to the end of their schooling next
week and their graduation from the
University of New Mexico.
Winning isn't always most imporDI111C
tant. For the disciplined athlete, graEYE ON THE JAVELIN: Sophomore Lyn" Shreyer placed first
duation is top priority.
The following is a list of the senior i" the javelin throw (lgainst UTEP and pl11ced third aglli,st
Lobo athletes,
ASU Saturday.
117 Football: Pete Parks, Bobby
Ferguson, Sammy Parish, David
Osborne, Huey Chancellor, Kelly
Wilson, Mike Carter, Jake Simpson, Don Elliot, AI Greenwood,
Robert Mithcell, John Lane, Brian
Adler, Kevin Ates, Brian Briscoe,
Maurice Gonzales, Keith MaGee,
Tracy Mount, Jake Simpson, Derek
Skene, Ron Tamura, Steve Warfiel
and Kelly Wilson.
a Men's basketball:- Don Brkovich, Carvin Blocker, Brad
Evangelho, Tim Fullmer and Mark
Snow.
a Women's basketball: Debbie
Leeper and Sally Marquez.
117 Baseball: Bobby Martinez and
Larry Harrison.
a Softball: Paula Congleton and
Claire Miller.
a Men's golf: Marty Van Hekken
and Dal Daily.
a Women's golf: Dana Howe,
Sue Sanders, Sarah Hindi and Sheri
Chandler.
a Men's tennis: Sam Rivera and
Paul Yoder.
a Men's track: Angelo Collado
and Marty Neibauer.
a Women's trlfck: Margaret Metcalf.
a Swimming (men and women):
Tim Kneafsey,. Mark Zapatka, Terri
Porter, Michelle Leffingwell.
a Women's gymnastics: Natasha
Strelkoff.
a Skiing (men and women)!
Steve Maynard, Jill Wahlqvist and
Pali Parman.
a Wrestling: Kevin Jackson,
Kelly Wilson, Lenny Lavato ·and
John Schaumberg.

Big River
productions
moums

the passing
of the
great

Muddy
Waters

Special
This Week

20% off
UNM Pre-Medical
Professions Club,

S.U.B. 24-D, 277-6565

•

PSYCHOLOGY
373-00 f Cross-Cultural Psycho/Pgy,

ENGLISH
2 f I ·005 T/Southwest Uterature,

w 5:30-8:15
MW 7:00-8:15

SOCIOLOGY
f 26·00 I Race itnd Culti.Jral Relations,
32<5·00 f Sociology pf New MexlcP,

MWF 9:00-9:50
rr a:o0-9:15

HISTORY
283-00 I La RdZill History of Mexican Americans,

rr 9:30- t o,so

POLmCAL SCIENCE
307-00 I Politics of Ethnic Groups,

rr 11:00-12:15

ART HISTORY
I 51 ·00 I Artist Trad/tiPns In the SPuthwest,
580-001 5/Spanlsh CPionlal Archltecti.Jre/S.W.

rr 9:30- 1o:5o
T 9:30- I 2:20
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Sports
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Sports
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L.a Paz Margarita Mix
will make a great
Russian Margarita if
you add vodka instead
::;.._~ of tequila !
.
·f _j,/ But don't go around
~- J..._,_ telling everybody.

Aztecs Defeat
Lobos Again

Hearty Breakfast.
Super Special Sandwiches
Homemade Meals (Under $3)

By Jim Wiesen

Eat in or Carry Out
"Mama has Catering for any size group."
_,;t,

CATERING SPECIAL

~

\;_.~;

...... ~."

10% Discount on all
food except 1/2
sandwich orders
Mon • Fri 7:30 • 7:00 p.m.
1122 B San Mateo S.E.
Behind Cole Drug
266-8196
on Kathryn & San Mateo

Get Your Graduation Bike On Sale At

7% Off On All Bicycles During
Our Open House May 6 & 7
FREE Public Workshop • Doorprizes • Refreshments
Sale on Parts & Accessories

3407 Central NE (next to the Guild Theatre)
265-5170
(no layaways on sale bicycles)

MVP AWARD WINNERS: (left to right} Susanne Kloster,
Tennis; Alison Foote, Softball; Debie Leeper, Softball;
Antoinette Gonzales, Gymnastics; Heidi Sorenson, Skiing;
and Theresa Schreck, Golf. They were all presented their
awards Sunday night at the Womens Athletic Banquet held at
the Classic Hotel.

Softballers .Beat NMSU;
Next Stop, Utah for Title
By Jim Wiesen

and reached first base with ease. Diane Settle's sacrifice bunt moved
Blonigan to second base. NMSU
catcher Bev Seeger, in an attempt to
throw out Blonigan stealing third
base, overthrew her third baseman
and Blonigan scored on the error.
Lobo pitcher Erin Putnum, S-0,
threw a one hitter in the second
game~ She struck out only two
NMSU batters, but had the Aggies
hitting at the Lobo defense through·
out the game.

A fired-up University of New
Mexico softball team squeaked by in
two victories over New Mexico
State Sunday, 1-0 and 1-0.
UNM Softball coach Susan Craig
and Assistant Coach Ken Johnson
have their Lobos executing well at
the plate and on defense,
Both teams started their ace pitcherS in the opener, NMSU pitcher Jo
Kord, 12·7, was one of the toughest
pitchers that the Lobos have faced
In the third inning, Sue Inman
this year. Kord struck out 12 of 18
.
reached
first base on an error by
UNM batters, but was the victim of
Aggie pitcher Denise Gorman. Bloone unearned run.
UNM pitcher Allison Maney hit the nigan ripped a line-drive double by
corners of the plate consistently for NMSU third baseman Barb
strikes. She struck. out eight Aggie Keichert, moving Inman to third
batters and allowed only two hits in base. Settle then ripped the ball past
Aggie first baseman Jo Kord and
the shutout.
The Lobos scored the winning run Inman scored the lone Lobo run.
in the fourth inning.
The Lobos improved their reGord
Sheila Blonigan laid a perfect to 30-13 while the Aggies dropped
bunt three feet in front of the plate to 27-12.

Covered
WIITagon

udweiser®
....

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

KING OF BEERS®

The l'nivcrsity of New ~·.l~~kt)
baseball team dropped a p<lif of
games to fourth-ra.nked San Diego
State University Saturday night, 7-0
and 9-2. at the windy Albuquerque
Sporu Stadium.
Lobo pitching was good. if not
excellent, <!t times. Errors were the
downf~ll of the Lobos who are now
3-17 in the Western Athletic Confcrence.lt was the Lobos 23rd dcfem in
27 gan1es.
The Lobos committed I0 errors
and rapped only 10 hits in the twi·
night double-header.
San Dieeo was almost flawless in
the two games. Aztec pitchers
allowed onlv two walks in both
games. Theii defense was also impressive, making professional looking plays all night long that thwarted
Lobo attempts at .crossing the plate,
Aztec pitcher Bill Blount, 10-0,
threw a brilliant game in the opener.
Blount held the Lobo bats to only
two hits and did not walk a bauer.
UNM pitcher Kenny Wilp, 3-9,
pitched well, but the four Lobo defensive errorS behind him were too
much. Wilp allowed only three
earned runs and struck out I 0
Aztecs.
In the top of the fifth with the
score tied at zero. two errors in
succesion by Lobo shortstop Jim
Fregosi put Aztec runners on first
and second f>ase. Aztec Chris Cannizaro singled to load the bases. Steve
Durrett then singled-in two Aztecs
and SDSL' was on a rampage.
All told, the Aztecs scored six
runs in the inning before Wilp struck
out the side.
Six errors in the seGond game by
the Lobo defense allowed seven unearned runs and spelled defeat for
the Lobos.
After Jim Logans' lead-off double, Rob Hicks saGrificed Logan to
third base. With two outs, Rod
Nichols singled, scoring Logan, and
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the Lobos led 1-0.
But as soon as the Lobos got
momentum, they lo$t their cool.
Lobo first baseman Brain Kubala
dropped a Bob Martinez throw from
second base. That was all the A.ztecs
needed.
Danley doubled a Fregosi pitch,
scoring Durrett. Aztec shortstop
Falvio Alfaro singled in Danley
from third base after Danley stole
third base, making the SGore 2-1
AzteGs.
The Lobos scored in the fifth inning when Bob Velasco sacrificed
Logan home.
The Lobos kept it close until the
error-plagued eighth inning. San
Diego scored five runs,_ four unearned. Again back-to-back errors
ruined the Lobos chances for an
upset.
The Lobos will travel to the University of Texas at El Paso this
weekend for their final games of the
season.
The wins assured the Aztecs at
least a tie for first place in the WAC
Southern Division.

~

§

OUT AT SECOND: Lobo
shortstop Claire Miller
waits .to tag a New Mexicc
State player out during a
game Saturday at Lobo
Field.
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NEWSLAND
BOOKSTORE
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"1-e R:..~re• T-ack & Retd News. Runnmg Times Btcycimg. Ou':see. G-oss Ccli!l:"V SKier. Sk•mg. Siena. Shape. Naut:Lis Tcta:
F':::ess Go·" Word. "Gclmtoest. Gel!. Bowllng Diges:. T ennts. We rid
Ternrs Tenn:s Wor'd. RacQttet::a:: 1:1 Gymnast. Foo:baJ MoPifl:y
Scccsr Wcr'd Wcr_en s Sports Water Sk1 Mag .. Skm O;ver. Std·
;r,0 . US Surf. Sports I:L Sportng News. NBA Today. Voi'eyba;'
Mcr:h:y Baseba.i r: A!! Star Sports. Ma;or leagueBaseba''- Base::a:J Digest. Hockey Otgest. Basketba:l Dtgest Fcctba1l Otge~t. BasX:e!ba:l SCene Pro. Sport. Stree! &. Sm1th BaseoaJ Yea:tooK. Musc::ie & Rtr:ess. !•on Man. Muscie Dtgest. Fitness & Nutnttcn Report.
MLscle Tra!nlng. Rex. Ko. The Rtng. Wortd Boxmg. Biack. Belt.
Tradltcrcai Taekwon-Do. Warners. Karate U . 83 Baseba>' & Bas-
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9AM-9PM, EVERY DAY
21 12 Central SE
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Coors salutes the
Intran1ural Tean1
of the Month!

Putt-Putt Golf & Games®

r----------------------,
UNM Student Special!

1
I

"The Jocks"
1983 Intramural
Championship
Softball Team

I

I1

Purchase $5.00 worth of
Putt-Putt Golf & Games Tokens
and receive 20 tokens absolutely FREE!

I

limit one coupon per person per day.

l _______
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5100 San Mateo NE 881-9866

Joe Young, Brian Briscoe•

Bill La~·den, ScottSkent>.
Ste~-e Sauter, Derek Skene,

/Ibanez/
guitars
make great graduation gifts.

Now On Sale·

143 Harvard SE

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

john Lane, Buddr Funck,
Huey Chancellor,

Are you ct highly .motivated individual with an Electrica
Engineering degree? Can you handle responsibility? Ar
you seeking a serious professional challenge? Do you nee
a place to put your theories to work right away? Do you w~n
to gain valuable on the job experience? Then AIM HIGH wll
. .
,
Air Force!
The Air Force stays abreast of the world s spaceage te:hnology and weapon iystems. Its Engineers constantly an·
creaae their technical as well as managerial skills and bel
direct several billion dollars anually in contract apending.
What type of work will you be doing? .
. ..
. •
o Operating and maintaining a high-energy gas dynama
laser.
. . f.
··It ·n·
o Evaluating primary sensor performance o . mu iau 10
dollar sateliles, correcting on-orbit satellte sensor .relc:tted
failures.
.
. .
.
.
.. T
These arejullt a few of the electrical engineermg po11 aons
aTailable to the Air Force.
. .. . . .
.
•
Check on theae and other jobs In the Air Force. The Air
Force offers Graduate education oportunil!e• and on~ of t}te
lineal salary and employment packages an tht; nahon, 1n
eluding free medical care for you and your famaly. Contact
Rich Vlokerli
A great way of life.
2125 Wyoming If£

Pete Parks,
Gordie Cunningham

DISTRIBUTED BY

THE

265-3315

218-1122

~IALOOF CO~fPANIES

"The House That Qualit-y Built"

Albaquetque MM

Plus Free toners (worth $99.50) with each guitt!r
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Another Great Offer From

9801 Lomas NE 296-4242

..

Intramurals/Campus Recreation

':..~/

SPORTS MAGAZINES:

Anita C. Romero

The UNM Intramural
Is Anita C.
Romero. Anita is a senior from Wagon . .
NM, who wiHgraduate
in May with a degree in Political Science. Coming from a long line of
teachers, Anita plans on attending UNM this summer to receive her
Masters in Secondary Mucatlon.
For the past two years Anita has dedicatedly served as an lntrartn.l•
ral office assistant. Her belief and support oflntramurals Is reflected
not only in her office work, but also In her participation of Intramural
activities. Anita encourages students to participate in lnttamurals
saying. "It's fun!'' Once again, our congratulations to Anita c.
Romero, tills week's Budweiser/UNM l':tnployee of the month.

>

-•.

Albuquerque

New Mexico
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Only 1 Issue Left

fREt; RENT! ONE- and two-bdrm apts. 268·5221
~vcnlngs. First come, first served.
5/4
SUMMI~R TIMt;, SWIMMING pool. BllQ. Room
for pet. Need rpommate to share nice three·bdrm
house. $167 plus utilities, 883-8848,
514
NO Ot:rosn. TWO pl11s bedrooms, den, dis It·
washer, carpon. $200. 266·5528 Data.
S/9
NORT.HEAST IIEIGIITS, 'IWO-three bedrooms,
l V. bath, fireplace, skyllte, ~itcheo, garage, fenced
yprd. $300. 266-5528,
S/9
SUMMER SUIILET. EIGJIT rooms, three
bedrooms, evaporative cooler, trees, five minutes
walk from UNM. $400. Call277.4310 or266-4770.
S/4
S'JlJUENT SPECIAl.. TIIREE-bedroom house.
$250 monthly, no lease guaranteed, 262·175 I.
S/9
•. EMAI.E ROOMMATE TO share SE bouse. $100
per month. Caii25S-1773.
S/4
STUDENT JIOUSING AVAILABLt; for sum·
mer/fall occupancy, 262-1751 G.S.
5/9
fOil RENT, ONE-bedroom apartment two blocks
from UNM. $185/rno. 247·2502.
S/9
TWO-ItoOM 1\t'FICIENCY for rent, $175, not
inclulling utilities. l>or more Information, call 265·

_IY!~_'!!.!\IIC!Y_!!_
1. Personals
w•:u.'OMt; IJOME, INDIANA! Nazis missed you,
so did I. Love, Marian.
S/4
lfM'PY JIIR'I'Ifi)A Y CISCO • l~oscs are red, violets
arc blue, you're my six-year-old son, am! I love you.
5/4
HAPPY IIIRT!IPAY PATrJ,. Have one for us. Love
Ann au!.l Steve.
S/4
HAPPY 22ND DIRTimAy Jorge Jt, Your lpving
sis, Miriam.
5/4
MIJ<E II., Youn bcnutiful smile sure made weight·
lirtinjl worth going to! Good luck on finals! M.S.
S/4
•.. IIONNI~ CHANCE POUR les "finals" Ill faut Ia
rctrr ca! Jc t'aimc. . .
514
L ANn ll: Good luck on your finals. Thanks for the
fun and for your patience. Love, your ex· roomie.

un

S/4
IU~GAitDJNG JtOOMMAn; ad, April IS.
Cornell apartment still available, lost your phone
number. l'lcn~c stop by.
S/4
IH:ANNt:, THI\IU>'S A bird in the sky. Flying high,
tlying high. To a place. from a place. Stopplo' to
sing. "When I bring you your sttmmer of roses."
Willie Nelson.
5/4
TIU: .-JNAL Fl.USII Is coming! The International
Society of C'omntode Engineers.
~/9
1'1.,\Ct; YOl'll l't;JtSONAL message to friends,
family, etc. in the classlfieds. Only 17 cents per word
per diiY for four days or less, 12 cents per word per
dny for five or more consecutive days, 131 Marron
linll. Dendline: 1 p.m. of the business day before
insertion.
tfn

JOJo:l.:

S/9

UNM AREA TOWNHOUSE for sale. Perfect for
professors! Ideal investment for those student years!
(ltent two bedrooms to friends.) Three bedrooms, 2V.
baths, two-car garage with auto. opener. LuKurlous
with fireplace, jacuzzi, e~posed beams, covered
porch. deck and atrium. For details, call Dave Steele,
Hertzmark·.Pnrnegg Realty 883-6161 or265·7176.
6/2
ONE-BDRM EfFICIENCY apartment, 4IOV.
Columbia SE. Unfurnished, $175/mo, 294-0438.

2. Lost & Found
n•:WAJtf): I.OST FRIDAY ill or near SUB.
Prescription glasses In beige c!lSe. Initials CAM
engraved on lcnse. Call Carole 277·3365 or 881·7349,
S/4
LOST: DJ.Ut: WALJ,ET anu I.O.s. If found, call
Shannon. 299-8716.
514
fOUNf): f)OWN SKI coat last semester in SUB. 867·
5624.
514
Rt:WARil, IILUE WAI,LI\TII.D.s taken from
Johnson Gym locker. David Silva 268·6684.
519
t'OliNil: UNM J.D. belonging to Charles II.
Mnestus. Clnltn at 131 Marron Hall,
519
tOST: TI\'0 PAm of prescription glasses. Call242·
1517 evcningstmornlngs.
519
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Pollee
8:00 n.m. to 4:00p.m. dnily.
tfn

S/4

ONE- AND _'JWO,bdrm furnished. apts, Utililles
Included. $250 and $310. No children or pets. 268~~

GUITAit LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repaiu and
rentals. Marc's Guitar Center, 143 Harvard SE. 26S·
3315.
tfn
JtESUMES, I'Rot"ESSIONALI.Y WRITTEN. On
campus. 242-3093.
519
TYI'IST. TERM PAPEJtS, resumes. 299·8970, 519
Wt:DmNG AND GRAUUATION photography
specials. Highest quality, 20 years experience. 8845!9

OVERWEIGIIT? NEED OVERWEIGHT people for
an all-natural program (Herbalife). lSS-!1866,
S/9
TYPING (IBM). !10 cents/page, 843-9137.
519
QUICK, ACCURATE TYPING/charts/graphs In
my home, Call the Other Office. 884-6564 or 898·
3932.
519
STUDENTS, AUTIIORS, BUSINESSMEN: We can
do your typing on latest word processing equipment.
Stnudby OfficeSupport821·2038 9·5.
519
TYPIST ON CAMPUS, Sense of humor, some
genius. 242·3093.
S/9
n'PING DISSERTATIONS, RESUMES, etc.
E~perienced. Call345·4702.
519
TYPING. LOMAS-TRAMWAY area. Experienced.
Rensonable.299•13SS.
S/9
TYPING WORTII PAYING for. 247·3202,
S/4
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraception, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
CONTACfS·POI.ISIIING, SOtUTIONS Case)'
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington,
tfn
WE GOT DISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), -gold
rimless. SS4.50 (regular 565.00). Pay Less Opticians,
5019 Menaul N.E., across from LnBelles.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING & counseling. Phone 247·
9819.
tfn

S. ForSale
IIF..AD COMP 3 tennis racquet, E~celient condition.
$50. 265-14'74.
519
1971 ·FIAT 850 Sport Coupe, runs welt. 5600.
Daytime 271-5510.
514
78 t'ORD TRUCK F250 loaded. 53000. Call 8845123, Ask for Mike.
S/9
1975 MGB. LOW miles, original owner. 822-0192.
5/9

BIKE. 10-SPEED RALEIGH. Extras. SI3S. 266-9462
aftet5.
5/!1
liANG GLIDER FOR sate. Very good condition.
Model CS·B. Ideal for 140-180 lbs. Call 266-1774 or
844-9608. Ask for Greg.
5/9
1972 FIAT 114 four-door sedan. Excellent running
condition. Nice second car. $1000. 831·3635.
519
1974 SUZUKI GTSSO. Rebuilt engine, new paint,
good tires. Runs great. $900.256-1261 afterS.
S/9
1972 CAPRI. SUNROOF, auto, good shape, 5995.
265-1474 evenings.
S/9
DIAMONUS. BEST VALUES at lowest prices. Buy
directly from importer. Also I4K settings at wholesale
prices. Call Pam 247·4139.
S/9
1975 VW BUS. Extra clean, runs great, AM/FM.
$2950. 268-4876, 265-1609.
5!9
11>79 SUZUKI MOTORCYCLE CS750L, Clean, runs
good, excellent condition, best offer. After 5:30 897·
4353.
5/9
PRIVATE SWIMMING POOL for lease. Olympic·
size pool, snack bar, showers, locker room, fully
cquiped. Opportunity to cleat over 510,000 in three
months. Caii888-4S40 oreve242-1420.
S/9
'73 BIDCK LESabre. $785.842-9485 Thomas. Leave
message.
5/9
FREE SPIRIT, HEAVY duty> 3-speed, three-wheel
bike like new. $225. 293-8053.
519

4. Housing
ROOM FOR RENT. SI25-St6S. Lu~ury neigh·
borltood. Private entrance. Full kitchen. Microwave
oven. Washer/dryer. Nll pets. Female nonsmoker
preferred. Academic scholarship available. 2SS·2221,
265·5269. 1429 Columbia NE.
5/9
AOORABLE RED·TILE house for saleat908 Vassar
NE. Near medical and law school. Priced in the 60s.
Call Winnie Mahoney, Vaughan Co., 821-4432, 2SS·
n~

~

SUMMER SUBLET~ TWO-bdrm house near UNM,
yard, garden. S32S/mo. 268-6576.
S/9
FOR RENT: SMALL one-bdrm apt W/kltchen. Four
blocks from UNM. \1 block from TVI. Sl30/mo.
plus utilities. Cats o.k. Available 5/15, Call242·1842
after 6 p.m.
5/9
FEMAI.E ROOMMATE WANTED, Share threebedroom house In the vicinity of Girard and Con·
stltution. $130 plus V. of the utilities. 26S·73S8. 519
OFF LOMAS. THREE bedrooms, two bath,
fireplace, den, skylite, kitchen, basement, double
garage, S37S. 266-5528.
519
CLEAN, QUit."T ONE-bedroom apartment near
UNM. $170/mo. plus utilities, terrill and Co. 265·
m~

~~
~

S/9
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Write: UPP Boll 60-B
West Covina. CA 91793

:···~a,

I

I

I
t

I'. J~!(':~\
2 Slices of Cheese Pizza
Soft Drink
1 & A Large
.
.$1.~5
I'
With coupon toelly
.
I
127 Harvard SE
I.
,, 1111. s. 01 c.ntrtt
.
•

.

2-7 2nrl Tl/11-t.SAT

Up to $100 a day
part/full time,
male/female. No experience or selling
required. Photomarketing firm
expanding in your
area, Management
positions open.

~--------------~---··

1
f

l-...-------~-.a.-----~

~;XPANUABJ.E 23·.K IIASIC computer. 892·1228
evenings.
5/4
FORD RANCHERO GT 1977, Priced to sell fast
$2650. 256-7520.
5/4
TOYOTA CORONA 1975. Good, dependable carl
Call 345·0124 evenings or weekends or call 266·4!20
anytime,
S/9

6. Employment
f)JVISION OF GOVERNMF;NT Re"~l'cll may hire
one or two undergrad student• i1 we can find one
that knows computing. M•J;,l pe available to wor~ this
summer. Pick Up ~·! application at 1920 Lom!lS,
Jtoom 166.
S/9
BUSINESS MAJORS: PART· time, real estate office.
Typing, filing, bookkeeping, errands. $3.50/hr. 8849100.
519
PART· ANI> J'ULI.-time help needed now. 266-5528.
519

JOB AVAII.AIILE TO a good artist with graphics
knowledge. Must be able to work with displays and
signs. Excellent pay, 242.4784, Ask for Jerome. S/9'
SECRETARIES, RECEPTIONISTS AND other
office help needed. now, 266-5528 Data,
5/9
PIIVS EU MAJOR needed to supervise three active
children (ages 7 yrs to 12 yrs) this summer. References
required. Call 299-607.2 evenings and weekends. S/9
CONSTRUCTION WORK, GREAT pay. 266-5528

day, a week or months at ~ time. for more In·
formation, call Cindy at 262·1871. Not an agency,
never a fee, Dunhill Temps, 1717 Louisiana NE, Suite
218.
S/4
WANTEO: B~RTENDERS, CRUISE directors,
walters, maids, beauticians, etc.•• to work on cruise
ships, 602·998·0426 ext. 924,
519
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings, Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply in person, no phone calls
please, Saveway LiqoiJr Stores at 5704 Lomas NE,
5516 Menaul NE.
519

7. Travel
NEEOED; UNM STUDENT from Boston to share
round-trip fare in fall with
student from
Albuquerque. 256·0564.
S/4
ONE-WAY TICKET to Boston $50, May 30, 256·
0564.
5/9.
WIIITEWATER RAfTING ON Rio Grande and RIP
Chama by Wjldwater Rafting, Inc. Trips st~rt at $25,
266.9721.
6/16
ADVERTISE YOUR TRIP, advcntur~ or ride needs
In the Daily Lobo.
tfn

nu

8. Miscellaneous

Af)VEitTISE IN THE Dally Lobo. Come to 131
Marron Hall.
tfn

9. Las N oticias
EVER WANT TO jump out of a perfectly good
airplane? Si\ydivel ltisthe most! Come Wed. night at
7 in Room 253 of the SUB for details.
5/4
TALENT SIIOW PARTICIPANTS: T-shirts are in
at P.E,C. office, Suite 245 SUB. Get 'em while
they're hot.
5/4
TilE 1983 ISSUE of Conceptions Southwest Is on
sale now! ASA Gallery, UNM Bookstore, 131
Marron Hall, Living Batch •• , Buy it!.
S/9
CLUII? MEETING? EVENT? Adver.tise in Las
Noticl!lS, Only 10 per word per day for UNM
organizations
tfn

Summer Work
75 Openings
in Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Las Cruces
and several other New Mexico communities

MOTIIER'S DAY FLOWERS! Freslll At the Mi~ed
Bag, 2210 Central SE. Acruss from UNM. M·F 10-6,
Sat 10-5. 268-8268.
S/4
0~
~
IMMEDIATE CASII FOR goqd used furniture, 842·
6/9
GAIN BUSINESS EXPEIUENCE In Creative . 6421 241Jours.l'm friendly.
Personal Sales, Marketing and Finance in Nor·
MOTIIER'S UA Y SPECIAL, Highest quality long·
thwestern Mutual Life's College Internship Program.
stern dcthorned roses. Boxed and delivered only $IS/
Earn $10-$12/hour working flexible part-time during
doz. $36/3 doz. 884-5440.
519
school and full-time summer. Call Jill at 883·5360 for
WE'VE GROWN UPI The Mixed Bag has moved to
for appointment call Monday
more Information.
514
a real store at 2210 Central SE, across from UNM,
Friday before 3pm. 292-7679
CONSTRUCTION WORK FOR summer. Able
Lots of new merchandise, same friendly people!
bodied with driver's license. 262·1751 G.S.
519
Checll us out!.
8665.
S/4
WANTEO: TUTOR FOR econqmics. Cali266-828S.
INSTANT CREDIT. NEW credit card. No one
refused, Also Information on receiving
S/4
Visa/M!lStercard. Guaranteed results fegardless of
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT AVAII.ABLE, Full·
credit rating. Call 602-966-0090 e~t. 0924.
519
and part-time. Guaranteed Jobs262·1751.
5/9
WRITERS ANO CREATIVE-media oriented personnel needed for new "new wavish" bi-weekly
publication. 344·5744.
5/9
DEUVERY PERSONS AND drivers needed im·
mediately. 262·1751.
5/9
"BATTLEFIELD EARTH" by L. Ron Hubbard
EXCELLENT PART·TIME positions available in
our i>ublic Relations Dept. Earn up to S7/hr working
"In the year 3000, Earth and her few remaining people are dominfor a worthwhile community cause, If you are
ated by the cruel Psychlo aliens whose greed for wealth and power
dependable, highly motivated, success-oriented and
obliterates whatever compassion that may have once existed. When
can work 4-8:30 Mon-Fri, you can't afford to pass up
Jonnie Goodboy Tyler's destiny leads him from a small Rocky Moun·
this excellent opportunity. Call Jim 243·1758 after
lain community to confront the tyrannical aliens, he finds himsell lac1:00,
6/2
ing unsurmountable odds no mortal man could hope to conquer •••
GIRL SCOUT SUMMER Camp jobs available for
An epic in science fiction adventure, the absorbing story captures the
nurse, counselors and kitchen utility people, For
S/9
more details, call243-9581.
mind and imagination ••. "
Santa Ana Register
CAMP COU.NSEtoRS NEEDED for YWCA
''Battlefield Earth is vintage science fiction, done by a master
summer camp in the mountains, Male/female.
Experience with camping or children preferred, Lots
storyteller."
Buffalo Evening News
offunl Call247-8841 for appointment.
S/4
GRANO CANYON SUMMER jobs, Openings
available. Complete Information- $2. Write;
Canyon, Box30444, Tucson, Arlzona8S751.
S/4
BRIGHT, ENTIIUSIASTJC, DEDICATEU,
graduate or undergraduate math, biology, English,
A St. Martin's Press book. 524.00
chemistry, physics, engineering and computer-science
tutors, Must be work-study cleared or eligible for
summer 183, Contact Ben at UNM Upward Bound
Program 277·3506, 2013 Mesa Vista Hall.
6/16
WORK·STUDY QUALlt'IED student needed for
employment as office !lSSistant over summer, Good
typing skills required. Jeanette277-3622.
514
THREE WORK-STUDY positions available im·
mediately through summer, Albuquerque Civic Light
Opera. Two technical (painting and carpentry skills
preferred) and one costume (sewing skllls required).
S/4
THURSDAY'S
ACROSS
53 Bird
SUMMER POSITIONS AVAILABLE for jewelry
1
fide
54
Snarl
PUZZLE
SOLVED
sales clerks, front-counter help and restaurant front·
5 Befall
58 Post-work
counter help in fast-food operation. Apply 136
10 Plaything
days
Louisiana NE. Monday-Friday 8-4.
S/9
14 Ellipse
61 Low place
NEED SUMMER EMPI.O\'MENT7 We have
temporary assignments available for secretaries,
15 Signal
62 UK river
typists, word processors, acctg. clerks, data-entry
16 Silkworm
63 Equestrian
operators and other various clerical positions. Work a

Work 3 Months
Earn $2400

LIFE IN THE YEAR 3000!

Buy "Battlefield Earth" Today
Available at all fine Bookstores

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

~11{0()11(.1

~tff~

OPEN7DAVtJ
'.13q HARVARD ~E. _26&·7.20'1
For Summer

SELL US YOURS!
(good qulllty LP's & Paperbacks)

BUY OURS!
(call ahead for buying times)

LIBERAL TRADES ALSO!

STUDE-NTS~

RECYCLED CLOrH£$

TRAINEE
PHOTOGRAPHERS

~--~---~--~~-------c~

S/9

MEOJU

J/01 C!"NTHAL, Sr
.ZSS ·B.J.JO

RESPONSIBLE; FEMALE WANTED to share threebedroom house With two individuals. $1 SS per month
plus t;; lltlliiies. 298·8508 after 6 p.m.
519.

Evening~ 298·9165.

THE CATS

fo,.. ·II•• FAMILY

~

ATTRACTIVE ROOM IN spacious home, Share
large kitchen, living areas, laundry, Sfl5 pet month.
s~o oo. 265-4245, 2S5-10t4.
5!9
TVI. ONE PLUS bedroom, den, bright modern
kitchen, private fenced yard, 5120. 266-5528 Data,

p

U9

SUMMER SUBLET AVAILABLE in June. Three
bdrm .. close to UNM. Ideal for visiting faculty. 266·
S003,
tfn
WANn:D; sOMEONE TO share large two-bdrm
house, 116 Cornell Dr. SE. $147.50/mo, V. gas. After
5 at 265·2601.
514
OIJT·OF-STATE LArch Intern and wife need one·
bedroom home or efficiency to sublet for summer
only. Call collect (317) 284-0306.
S/4
ROOMMATE WANTED. $150 month includes
utilities, Central/ Juan Tabo. 296-417J.
514
}'OR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $210/mo., for one person, $230/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $150 security deposit. Fully
furnished-security Jocks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets, Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn
WAJ.K TO CLASS. $13S, Furnished, all utilities
paid. 262-1751. O.S.
519
TilE CITADEL-SUPERB location ncar UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or elficlcncy, $240 to $320. All utilities paid, Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry~ Adult
couples, no pets, 1520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn

3. Services

8259.

~9

UNWIINISJII\Il APAitTMENTS fOR rent.
Tpwnhouse apartment for rent. UNM are~.
$29~/month, washer-dryer hookup. No children or
pets. Chancy Investment Realty 884-7338, 345·3035,
519
ONE lii.OCK FROM campus- large three·
bedroom apt, Available May IS. $400 plus DO and
utilities. 29)·5602.
S/!1
N•;t;o ltF.SPONSJJJLE MALE or female to share
two-bdrm townhouse ncar UNM. $145 plus V.
electricity. Call Jamie 843-6092 weekends or after 9
p.m. M·Th.
5/9
NO l.t:ASE. TWO bedrooms, I Vl bath, den, dish·
wnshcr, private fenced yard. $185.266-5528 Data.

'74 CAPJU, GOOil transportion.

• Billiard Room
• Pool
• On S~e laundry
•1 &2BR
Furnished
• 1 Blk. to Bus
• Utilities lncld.
•WalktoUNM
• Roommates

Wet®me

120 Cornell S.E.
266-0011

17 Ms. Horne
18 Without trees
20 Brochure
22 Pen
23 Takes five
24 Orderlies
26Spasm
27 Royal name
30 Can. politico
34 Under lease
35 Booth
36 lincoln
37 Fragrant
wood
38 - 1-teep
40 Gallery
41 Pheasant
brood
42 UK native
43 Put on paper:
2 words
45 Carry out
47 Spas
48 Increases
49 Bacon maker
50 Loud sound

64 Fertility deity
65 Ell
66 Narrative
67 Irishman
DOWN

1 Fastener
2 Preposition
3 Nursemaid
4 Kind of meal:
3 words
5 TV dial spot
6 Shuts
7 Vehicles
8 Nobel
physicist
9 Home: Abbr.
10 Take out
11 Mine
products
12 Register
13 Femme
19 People group
21 Floor piece
25 Takes off

26 Pugilist
27 Holst
28Coll
29 Battery part
30Mauna31 Assessor
32 Circa
33 Springs
35 Illuminated
39 Fish eggs
40 Now and
then
42 Smashing!
44 River of

Europe
46 Healing
47 Ball carrier
49 Faith
50 Handsome
51 Jacob's son
52 l i k e - of bricks
53 Send forth
55 Holding tool
56- eye
57 Unless
59 Vetch
60 Attempt

through
or 242-

